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SOAP 
 
The grime and grit of New York City clung to her duster coat all the way to Santa Fe. She 
rented a car from a small airport south of Los Angeles and paid for a week in advance under the 
name Eileen Morris, and then She-who-was-now-Eileen hung her pine tree air freshener from the 
rearview mirror and spent the next thirteen hours driving through the Southwest, skirting around 
the Navajo reservation, cutting up through Albuquerque, and finally ending up where the latest job 
was.  
 She-who-was-now-Eileen had never been farther west than Alabama. She’d grown up 
amongst prickly underbrush and gnarled roots and pine forest smell. Shotgun shells littered the 
porch from where her older brother frequently took potshots at birds and rabbits in the predawn 
light before she’d left for school. One morning when she’d been walking to the bus stop a round 
had whizzed past her ear, death’s whisper so close she’d almost heard her own life end. It’d been 
an accident—he hadn’t accounted for the wind, which She-who-was-now-Eileen always did—but her 
father had taken the belt to her brother’s back until he wept. She remembered sitting at the supper 
table spooning mashed sweet potatoes into her mouth while her brother wailed from deeper in the 
house. You have to be prepared for everything, her father always said. A fight. There are gangs in 
this town, you know.   
 The orange flatness of the desert unsettled She-who-was-now-Eileen and she was glad for 
nightfall. She squinted into the interminable road ahead of her. Her visibility was only as far as her 
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headlights touched, and she was hoping a neon sign for a Super 8 would swim out of the murky 
darkness and draw her in like a mirage.  
 She drove until oh one hundred and was about to give up when a faded billboard ahead 
promised a small motel five miles out. She stepped on the accelerator. 
 After rolling into the parking lot, She-who-was-now-Eileen paused for a moment to roll up 
the windows. She took her pine tree air freshener off the rearview mirror and pocketed it. Then 
she pulled down the sun visor. They always hid the keys there. Sure enough, another pair of car 
keys fell into her lap.  
She-who-was-now-Eileen slid out of the driver’s seat, retrieved her backpack, and locked 
her rental car behind her. Then she took out the keys she’d found in the rental and thumbed the 
unlock button until the lights of another car flicked across the parking lot.  
Glancing at the pale blue vacancy sign above the motel, she silently headed across the 
parking lot towards the car. It was red and sand-flecked with Texas plates.  
She-who-was-now-Eileen popped the trunk and pulled a black faux leather tote bag from 
within it. Then she locked that car, too, dumped her rental car’s keys in the trash bin in front of 
the door, and came into the lobby. The place was so sketchy that the doorman didn’t ask for 
identification, but she paid for a room under a new name anyway. 
She-who-was-now-Polly Maddox lugged her backpack and her new tote into the motel 
room. It had a small stucco porch and a Georgia O’Keeffe print of a cow skull framed on the wall 
above the headboard of the twin-size bed. She-who-was-now-Polly eyed the white bone.  
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Kicked off her boots. Threw her duster coat over the back of the weak-legged chair that 
was shoved under a desk the size of a high schooler’s. Stripped off her worn shoulder holster. 
Deposited the large tote onto her bed and unzipped it.  
Inside: a pistol. Small. She checked—it was already loaded. A burn phone, an outdated 
Nokia that flipped open. And the customary manila folder with more information on the job. She 
was underwhelmed. Surely they didn’t expect her to use that weapon for this assignment.   
She-who-was-now-Polly sighed through her nose. She unloaded the gun and replaced the 
phone and the envelope in the bag. Then she stood in under lukewarm shower spray for fifteen 
minutes. Rinsed off New York City and south-of-Los-Angeles and the To’hajillee reservation and 
Albuquerque. Wrapped herself in a towel and, while she was still scrubbed raw and red, sat on the 
flimsy chair, and started cleaning the empty gun until it was spotless.  
It was moments like this when she was no longer Eileen or Polly or anyone else. She was 






This was her third job. As in everything, threes were symbolic. Completing the third job 
would solidify her as a trustworthy employee. And she’d demonstrated her willingness to travel. If 
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this went well, maybe they’d pay to send her abroad in the future. This trip to Santa Fe had been 
her second time on a plane. Maybe this was how she’d finally see the world. She-who-stared-down-
the-belt had never thought of a life such as this.   
His name was Vittorio Pugliani. Relocated to Arkansas and now here before they could 
finish him off in the northeast. He had a thirteen-year-old daughter, Giorgia. He was a widower 
and he now lived in Taos, a town isolated by its location in the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, which 
was approximately an hour and a forty-five minutes north of the motel, with three of his made men 
flanking him at all times. 
She-who-was-now-Polly wasn’t exactly sure why him. She knew only what she needed to 
know. And she was not a particularly inquisitive person.  
She never slept the night before she worked, instead staying up and analyzing the 
informational packet inside the manila envelope like a supercomputer. They had precise 
instructions that she was to follow to the point. So she would do just that.  
It was really that simple. People never thought it was. But it was really the simplest thing in 
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They were specific down to the exact coordinates at which she was to take up position at 
precisely oh-nine-hundred. At oh-six-hundred, She-who-was-now-Polly unfolded from her desk 
chair as if on cue, as if some internal alarm had sounded. She closed the envelope. Zipped up her 
duffel and her tote. Pulled on her duster jacket. And walked out the door.  
When she got into the red car, she found her pine tree air freshener in her coat and hung 
it from the rearview mirror. She flicked at it. Evergreen.  
She drove up into the mountains. The roads began to wind. She-who-was-now-Polly rolled 
down her windows and felt the crispy snap of the southwest morning breeze bite her fingers. 
Somehow she could still taste sand.  
The roads grew steep and rocky as she ascended, and eventually, she had pull off the road 
onto its craggy shoulder to set the emergency brake and climb out to get to the geographical 
coordinates on foot. She retrieved her tote from the trunk, found the gun inside, and secured it in 
her holster. And then she began to hike.  
By the time she’d found the predetermined location it was oh-eight-thirty and the sky was a 
pale pink-yellow. She-who-was-now-Polly was cliffside. The ledge was shrouded from view by 
dusty underbrush.  
She approached the edge and peered over. Long way down. Then she peered outward. 
Squinted. There it was—Pugliani’s mountainside cabin. Somehow it was nestled safely in the 
vegetation surrounding it, but its distinctly human embellishments—a wraparound porch, a stained-
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glass window upstairs— made it appear to her the perfect compromise between man and nature. 
Quaint with a small balcony. Far out from where she was. Across a deep ravine.  
Yet they’d led her here with a pistol. She-who-was-now-Polly exhaled a measured sigh 
through her nose. The wind sent the flaps of her duster coat whipping around her legs.  
She backed away from the ledge. Checked her watch. Then double-checked that she had 
the right coordinates. Everything was right. She was missing something.  
She squinted at the coordinates. Backtracked a few steps until she was at the precise spot, 
where the pin would have dropped—and stumbled over something. She caught her balance swiftly, 
unruffled, and eyed what she’d missed. A duffel bag. Larger than her tote. Nestled into the 
underbrush. She-who-was-now-Polly knelt and unzipped it.  
Much better. 
Ten minutes prior to oh nine hundred, she was in position. She put her eye to the scope of 
her rifle. Now confident of her range, she estimated that she could shoot as far as the balcony. She 
had six rounds. And that was all she needed.  
She admired the porch. The cabin really was nice. The stained-glass window was red and 
yellow and blue and green and the morning flare of the sun made the hues glow like they were 
imbued with some sort of cosmic power. Like it sensed She-who-was-now-Polly ready to strike 
from across the ravine.  
She checked her watch. Flexed her fingers. Five minutes to oh nine hundred.  
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She-who-was-now-Polly watched her breath cloud in front of her. It was strange up here, 
flat on her stomach amongst brittle tumbleweeds, but this position was familiar to her. It was one 
she’d known for what felt like all time. Chronicled in her bones, marrow-deep. When She-who-
was-now-Polly was only She, this was what she knew.  
She looked through the scope as her watch ticked to oh nine hundred. And waited. 
Right on cue, Vittorio Pugliani stepped out onto the balcony, his dark shape shifting from 
behind the stained-glass window as he opened the door and came to lean against the bannister, 
placing a small coffee cup atop it. He stood there a moment. Somber. A cowboy mobster in exile. 
He wore gold rings on his right thumb and left pinkie finger and a silver hoop clung to the shell of 
his ear.  
She-who-was-now-Polly observed him through the scope for a long moment. According to 
them, he woke at oh eight thirty every morning. He made himself Italian sausage and a cappuccino 
for breakfast and then left Lucky Charms out on the counter for his daughter, who rose at oh eight 
forty-five after hearing her father in the kitchen, and then he went out onto the balcony to smoke a 
cigarette and sip on his coffee.  
A bit of cappuccino froth clung to his stubbly upper lip. She watched his meaty fingers 
pluck a cigarette from a pack of menthols with surprising deftness and put it to his thick lips. She 
could read the brand of his smokes—Marlboros, like she and her brother had used to smoke 
behind the house after their father had fallen asleep on the couch after a particularly long day of 
field training. Pugliani lit up and tilted his head back as he exhaled the first hit of nicotine.  
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She-who-was-now-Polly closed one eye and flicked off the safety. She took aim carefully, 
adjusting appropriately to account for the wind.  
According to them, while Pugliani was out on the balcony, one of his most trusted men 
stood just inside monitoring him. Apparently, this was Pugliani’s one waking moment of relative 
privacy. He was surrounded at all times otherwise. She-who-was-now-Polly wondered if he was a 
rat. He had to have crossed them at some point to warrant this. But that wasn’t her business.  
She watched Pugliani a moment longer and used that moment to think through the ideal 
and most probable outcome of this. When she pulled the trigger on Pugliani the first guard would 
rush out the stained-glass door. After she’d dealt with him, the other one who was in the kitchen 
with the daughter would come running out, too. Then, with any luck, the last one. Like ducks in a 
row. The guards were not explicitly mentioned in the detailed manila envelope. But She-who-was-
now-Polly knew they were necessary, and that she could not leave loose ends, not on job number 
three. They were testing her. 
Everything would move very quickly after what she was about to do. She drew in a deep 
breath and let it back out as she pressed her eye closer to the scope.  
The Moment before always felt crystalline. Ready to be shattered. As a child, prone on her 
belly in the woods of the deep South, She-who-accounted-for-the-wind had moistened her finger 
with her tongue, lifted it to feel the air rush by, and then taken aim with her rifle. She’d watched 
her first kill to-be—a young doe—step into her crosshairs and look directly at her. Like she too had 
known that this pristine split second was her last. That moment of primal insight had always 
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enthralled her. It was the same interminable moment She-who-stared-down-the-belt had lived in, 
constantly. Aware that at any time, the eyes of her father could pin her in the crosshairs.  
She did not find pleasure in breaking the Moment. But it did feel like a privilege. 
She-who-was-now-Polly felt the frigid air numb her fingers. Her toes were cold in her boots 
and her cheeks were wind-bitten. She licked her chapped lips and focused on the cappuccino 
moustache Pugliani donned as he put his coffee cup back on the balcony bannister. She let him 
have one more drag off his overpriced cigarette.  
Her finger hooked around the trigger. The simplest thing in the world.  
The Moment stretched. Time was pulled taut. She felt the gun jerk beneath her, and then 
the bullet was in limbo. Suspended and contained in every space above the ravine all at once.  
It should have been the simplest thing in the world. But in some nook of the crystalline 
Moment, that moment that was both one and multitude—the door opened behind Pugliani, and he 
started to turn, he moved just enough— 
Her round dug itself into the exterior of the house just behind Pugliani’s head. He jolted, 
knocking his coffee cup off the balcony, and dropped his cigarette. The bodyguard who’d opened 
the door dove to tackle him to the ground, but she was no longer in the still space before and 
instead in the fractured space after. Pugliani’s head splattered like a watermelon as she got him the 
second time. He was dead before he hit the ground. 
The first bodyguard had the sense to stay down on the balcony floor out of sight, but the 
second guard who came barging out after him to see what was happening didn’t. She-who-was-
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now-Polly dispatched him with another jerk of the gun. She felt its metallic coolness beneath her 
fingers, a cold comfort even as her pulse thundered in her ears. She ground her teeth together and 
waited for the first guard to resurface.  
He popped his head up. She fired. But he ducked down again just quickly enough. 
She swore ferociously under her breath. Three rounds down. Shame prickled hotly on the 
back of her neck. The guard had been holding something to his ear—a phone. If he was calling for 
backup—Pugliani was dead. Good. But if the guard completed that call, others would know 
Pugliani had been sniped in his secret hideaway in the mountains. From across the ravine. And 
whatever backup was close—because there was backup—would be en route to her. And that 
certainly wouldn’t be good for her employers.  
She breathed in deep. Waited for the Moment. 
The guard poked his head up again. This time she made it explode. 
The gunshot reverberated in her ears. And then she heard ringing. Tinnitus. She should 
have put in her earbuds. She hadn’t even thought about it. Maybe that had been the step she’d 
missed that had made everything go wrong. She-who-was-now-Polly thought that the causes of 
many things could be boiled down to one decision, one second. And one of them this morning 
had ruined job number three.  
She waited for the third guard. Thirty seconds. One minute. Two. Still nobody. So then 
she burst into motion.  
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She scrambled to disassemble the gun. Its bulk would weigh her down on the way back to 
the red car, so she stuffed its individual pieces back into the duffel and then, surveying the ravine 
below, kicked it down into the open air and watched it plummet into the jagged slabs of rock.  
For a moment all she heard was the push and pull of her lungs. Her breath clouded in 
front of her. The She of deep down—unvarnished, amorphous—touched her right thumb and 
forefinger together. Felt the pressure.  
Then she turned with grim certainty and stalked back down the mountain. Dirt crumbled 
beneath her boots. The pistol, holstered at her hip, now felt like it’d be much more useful.  
 
 
* * * 
 
 
She-who-was-now-Polly got back in the rental car and let it roll down the mountain. 
Breathing deep. Steady. Silent. Calculating odds. 
They’d be making their escape right about now, the remaining guard and the daughter. 
Backup had surely been alerted at this point. She estimated they could be anywhere from five to 
fifteen miles out, and the steepness of the mountain would provide some difficulty, so—there were 
several options.  
One: The guard and the daughter were still at the house. The girl was distraught over the 
death of her father and the guard could not get her to leave. This placed both of them still within 
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the house or the surrounding area, and she had memorized the home’s floor plans last night while 
poring over the documents in the manila envelope. So if she made it to the house before they 
could leave—and before backup arrived—she could dispatch the guard and leave to plan her next 
move. 
Two: The guard and the daughter were leaving the house. They were weaving back down 
the mountain in a standard-issue-mob-vehicle—a black, armored SUV—and the girl was crying. 
The guard was trying to calm her down. There was only one road that went back down the 
mountain from this area, so She-who-was-now-Polly could catch up in her smaller car. Maybe 
rear-end the guard and the girl or otherwise get them to stop. Then dispatch the guard, leave to 
plan her next move. 
Three: The guard and the daughter were gone already. Backup would intercept them and 
move them to a safe, secure location. Then they would begin searching for She-who-was-now-
Polly. Worst case scenario, they’d find her. Best case scenario, for this option, would be for her to 
take all of the backup out, track down the guard and the girl, and then dispatch the guard. Leave to 
plan her next move. But this could take days. And it could only take days—not weeks. Not months. 
Time was too precious. That was why the Moment was so important.  
There were countless variations to each of these options. But in all of them, there was one 
humongous factor she could not overlook: the girl. The young daughter.  
As she leaned into the curves of the mountain road, her fingers tightened on the steering 
wheel. The evergreen pine tree air freshener swung from the rearview mirror, a flimsy pendulum. 
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She tried to stay focused on the task ahead. She could not afford to lose her head right now. Not 
on job number three. She could still save this. 
She swerved as the road cut sharply to the right. Desert air from her cracked windows 
stung her nose. The pistol made her uncomfortable. She preferred the rifle. She’d never liked 
being that close.  
Her eyes flicked to the rearview mirror. Just checking. Her pulse leapt. Further behind her 
was a black SUV. In all likelihood, it was her SUV.  
Resolve grew taut in her chest. They wanted to see if she was made of sterner stuff? She 
would prove it by fixing her mistake. She would not let the Moment slip again.  
Eyeing the rearview mirror again, she watched the SUV slow behind her. Cautious. With 
every right to be.  
Up ahead, the road coiled like a rattlesnake. Something inside her hissed and prepared to 
strike.  
She accelerated as she rounded the curve. And then braked, jerked the steering wheel to 
one side. The red rental car skidded, kicking up dust, and ended up diagonal in the road, half into 
the other lane, positioned just around the bend. She put on the emergency brake and swiftly exited 
the car, leaving the pine tree air freshener dangling from the rearview mirror. 
Throwing a wary look over her shoulder, she crouched down behind the passenger side 
door. She adjusted the car’s side mirror so that she could see through the rental’s windows to 
where she’d just come from and drew her pistol, holding it at the ready at her side.  
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Seconds later, the black SUV came careening around the curve. Unprepared for the 
sudden obstacle, it came screeching to a halt. 
She squinted into the side mirror and studied the figures in the other vehicle. It was 
difficult to see in much detail from this distance. A large man wearing a snapback and a dark jacket 
sat at the driver’s seat. The girl must have been in the back.  
Deep breath. Dust made her eyes burn as she kept watching the rearview mirror. The 
man—Pugliani’s final bodyguard, the only one who’d almost made it—did not move for a moment. 
And then he twisted in his seat to say something—confirming to She-who-was-still-Polly that the girl 
was there—and got out of the car. 
She listened to the door shut and watched the sound sync with the action in the mirror. He 
looked at the red car and then pulled his gun. Smart move. As the man approached, slow and 
suspicious, she could see an Arkansas Razorbacks logo emblazoned on the snapback. She took 
another deep breath. Let him come closer. Composed herself.  
And then pushed herself up to her feet, spinning from behind the car to face the 
approaching guard. 
His eyes bulged and his gun jerked her way. Without blinking she swung her weapon up 
and fired twice. His leather jacket tore on impact and he went down. 
After, she did blink, many times. And she found she was breathing hard. There was a 
reason She—not Eileen Morris, not Polly Maddox—didn’t like being that close. 
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She kept her pistol raised as she crept towards the crumpled form of the guard. He didn’t 
move when she kicked his gun away, and upon further inspection, she confirmed that he was 
indeed deceased. A slight relief. At least she had completed the job.  
The unavoidable factor remained.  
She lifted her eyes to the car. Looked through the open driver’s side door into the 
backseat. Then, gun raised, she moved to open one of the backseat doors. 
The girl was still strapped into her seat. Giorgia Pugliani, nearly fourteen. Homeschooled. 
She wore a pair of baggy patterned pajama pants and a sweatshirt promoting the Albuquerque 
Balloon Festival. Her round child’s face had not yet grown into her aquiline nose. She had dark 
chin-length ringlets and looked at She-who-was-now-Polly with this sort of blank, resigned 
hollowness that unsettled her. Her thin chest was heaving as she stared down the barrel of the 
pistol. 
Neither said a thing. They just stared at each other, listening to their lungs.  
Surely they didn’t expect her to kill a child.  
She-who-was-now-Polly sheathed her gun under her duster coat and cleared her throat. In 
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  The girl complied as she was herded towards the red rental car. She slouched into the 
passenger seat. She-who-was-now-Polly darted around the hood and climbed back inside. Giorgia 
Pugliani did not put on her seatbelt, so she reached over to do it for her. And then she noticed the 
blood on the girl’s hot air balloon sweatshirt. And on her shaking hands. Upon further inspection, 
she ascertained that Giorgia Pugliani was uninjured and that the blood was, in all likelihood, that of 
her father or one of the guards who had protected her family since birth. So at least the child was 
fine physically. 
 Once the girl was strapped into her seat, She-who-was-now-Polly drove. The evergreen air 
freshener danced beneath the rearview mirror. She breathed evenly, pacing her inhales and 
exhales the way she’d always been taught to. Next to her, chillingly, the girl did not speak or move.  
 Before they could do anything else, the girl had to change clothes. And She-who-was-now-
Polly had to report to them. She needed new instructions. Her jaw tightened. Shame made her 
grip the steering wheel just a bit harder.  
 She thought of the final bodyguard, face down, limbs akimbo, dead on impact. Her lip 
curled. She should not have had to be that close. She had missed the Moment and paid for it. 
Dearly.  
 By ten hundred, a sign for a rest stop closer to Interstate 25 had cropped up. When they 
arrived, She-who-was-now-Polly parked as close to the door as she could get and reached into the 
backseat for her backpack. She fished out a black shirt and held it out to the girl. “Put this on.” 
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 The girl didn’t move or speak to acknowledge she’d heard or understood. Maybe she was 
such shock that she was catatonic. 
 She-who-was-now-Polly undid her seatbelt. Came around to the other side of the car and 
turned the girl towards her. “Arms up.” Giorgia Pugliani was unresponsive. So She-who-was-now-
Polly worked the bloody sweatshirt off her bent frame and pushed the clean shirt over her head 
like she was dressing a doll. Then she carefully pulled the girl from the car and prodded her 
towards the rest stop with a hand on her shoulder.  
 She steered the girl into a single-stall restroom and locked the door behind them. She ran 
the sink. “Hands,” she said to Giorgia Pugliani, who remained silent, staring with those big blank 
eyes.  
 She-who-was-now-Polly reached down and took the girl by the wrists. She thrust her hands 
into the stream of hot water and pushed down on the soap dispenser until her own hands were 
bubbly. And then she scrubbed the blood from Giorgia Pugliani’s hands with her own.  
 After she’d ascertained that nothing remained under the girl’s nails, She-who-was-now-
Polly studied her new companion as she passed her some paper towels. The girl did not take them 
until they were pressed into her hands. She was just a child, trembling, with a muscle above her 
upper lip spasming every so often.   
 Bubbles gathered at the sink’s drain. She-who-was-now-Polly leaned against the tiled walls 
and surveyed the girl. What did they want her to do in this situation? What cosmic mistake had 
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she made to miss the Moment this time? On job number three? She hadn’t come into this line of 
work because she was a fan of coincidences.  
 “You are Giorgia Pugliani, yeah?” she said to the girl.  
 Giorgia Pugliani blinked at her.  
 She-who-was-now-Polly did not blink back. “Do you know who I am?”  
The girl said nothing.  
So She-who-was-now-Polly stood up straight. Looked the girl square in the face. “What do 
you think I should do with you?”  
 Still nothing. Fort Knox, this girl. It was almost admirable.  
 The bubbles sunk down the drain. She-who-was-now-Polly held Giorgia’s stare a moment 
longer, and then she reached over to wash her own hands, even though they were already clean. 
She watched the bubbles swell and pop in the sink.  
 When her fingers were stinging red, she looked at the girl again. “You’re Giorgia Pugliani,” 
she said.  
The girl tilted her head owlishly.  Then pointed a finger at her. At least she could 
communicate somehow. She-who-was-now-Polly narrowed her eyes. “Can you talk?” 
The girl stared.  
“Well, if you can, for now you can call me—” She could not be Polly any longer. Polly had 
missed the Moment. She watched the drain swallow the proof of her cleanliness. Her palms stung, 
they were so clean.  
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The burn phone had one number saved on it as always. She-who-was-now Soap fastened 
Giorgia into the backseat again and put on the child locks as she pressed the Nokia to her ear. It 
rang one, two, three times, and halfway through the fourth ring, a gravelly voice picked up.  
“Hodges’s Delivery Service,” the voice said. “How can I direct your call?” 
“I need to speak to someone in sales,” Soap replied, steadying her air freshener again. “A 
package that wasn’t meant for me has been delivered and there is no return address.” 
“Let us review your shipping information. Someone will come to retrieve the package.” 
And then the call was cut off.  
Soap snapped the flip phone in half, then got out of the car. She placed each half in front 
of the back wheels of the rental. Then she slid back into the driver’s seat and peered over her 
shoulder at the girl as she cranked up the engine. Giorgia Pugliani looked on silently. That same 
muscle above her lip twitched. Soap looked out the windshield as the red rental car eased forward, 
rolling over the burn phone. Destroyed now. 
 





 As was the predetermined protocol, her next stop was a payphone outside Rio Rancho. 
From there she’d receive further instructions now that they’d had the chance to assess the 
situation. She pulled up to the curb and cut the engine of the red rental car. She secured the silent 
Giorgia Pugliani into the backseat and turned on the child locks. And then she took the keys, 
wrapped her coat tighter around her body, and headed for the payphone.  
 She huddled into the dusty booth encasing the phone and waited. They would call in 
exactly ten minutes. By then the sun would have gone fully down.  
 There had been one payphone in her hometown. The school bus had driven twenty 
minutes down a meandering half-paved, half-gravel road, bumbling past the odd peeling pastel 
slanted-roof house in between splotches of brown corn stalks and cotton fields. She-who-had-
stared-down-the-belt lived eleven peeling pastel slanted-roof houses from town, which consisted of 
the clump of sun-baking metal trailers that served as the elementary school, a rumbling set of train 
tracks, a lone Food Lion, and a no-name gas station with two pumps.  
And at that gas station was the one payphone. Rusty with a bunch of faded graphic stickers 
on it. On muggy summer mornings, she and her older brother would traipse into town, her hair 
sticking to the nape of her neck and his scrawny chest shiny with sweat, and hang out at the 
payphone. It didn’t work, but out-of-towners passing through sometimes fed it quarters without 
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knowing, so whenever she and her brother came to the payphone, he brought a screwdriver, and 
they’d steal all the quarters from inside and count them out for snacks at the gas station.  
 The payphone in Rio Rancho emitted a sudden old-timey ring. Soap stopped her hand 
from snapping out like the jaws of a rattlesnake, but only barely. She waited for the fourth ring, as 
was the protocol, and then picked up.  
 “Yes,” she said.  
 “What order did you have placed with us, ma’am?” asked the voice on the other end of 
the line. It was a different voice now.  
 She swallowed hard. “This was my third order. As I stated in my previous call, I have 
come into possession of a package, and—” 
 “The package center is on the corner of Wilkins and Carter. Delivery is at oh seven 
hundred.”  
 The call went dead. Soap listened to the dial tone, leaned into the buzz.  
 She got back into the red rental car and adjusted her rearview mirror. The pine tree air 
freshener started to swing. She stilled it between her fingers, and then she noticed Giorgia Pugliani 
watching her mutely, swaddled in her own black sweatshirt. She had that open child’s stare. Big 
moon eyes. But flat, too. She was just looking, looking, looking. 
 Soap and Giorgia locked stares in the rearview mirror. They sized each other up like 
cowboys for a long moment.  
 “Are you hungry?” asked Soap.  
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 She still had some money, so she opted to use it to pay for another motel room under the 
name Fiona Healy. And then she retrieved the girl and her bag from the red rental car, and then, 
steering Giorgia Pugliani by the shoulder, made a beeline for the battered vending machine 
stationed outside the motel’s front. The girl, docile and silent, did not move as Soap pressed 
several one-dollar bills into her hands. 
 Soap stared at the snacks in the vending machine. There weren’t many left. Just some 
almonds, a bag of Fritos definitely gone stale inside, a few off-brand chocolate bars, and a pack of 
gum. Giorgia stared, too. Her expression remained flat. 
 “Choose,” said Soap.  
 No response.  
 Soap stifled a sigh. Touched her pointer finger and thumb together and focused on the 
pressure. She checked over her shoulder. The motel was all but vacant. That was why she’d 
bypassed several other Super 8s on the way here.  
With each passing mile, each minute ticked closer to oh seven hundred, but not quickly 
enough. She wouldn’t sleep tonight, ever vigilant. But maybe the girl would. And then, in the 
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solitude of another anonymous motel room, Soap would have a chance to figure out what her next 
move would be without worrying about Giorgia suddenly deciding to open her mouth. Yet right 
now, she didn’t seem to comprehend the vending machine, even given its underwhelming options.  
 “Pick what you want,” Soap said.  
 Giorgia Pugliani blinked at her.  
 “You like chocolate?” asked Soap. “Snickers? Three Musketeers? Soda pop? Anything in 
there?” She gestured at the inside of the vending machine.  
 Still nothing from the girl.  
 “Fine,” said Soap. She reached over and pried the faded green bills from the girl’s fingers.  
She fed one into the machine. The gum. Then another. Classic Coke with caffeine and 
calories. Another bill. Now stale Fritos. That was a dollar fifty, so she fed in another two bucks and 
then pressed the coin return button to get her two quarters back. Giorgia Pugliani knelt to swipe 
the two silver coins into her hand.  
 Soap watched her as she straightened up with the two quarters cradled in the palm of one 
small hand. The girl looked back. There was something indecipherable about this child. 
Something locked down inside her. Something tempered.  
 Soap, not looking away, fed another dollar bill into the machine. She started to select a 
chocolate bar. Then the almonds instead. She needed the fifty cents.  
She looked at the girl quizzically and held her hand out for the quarters.  
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 Giorgia Pugliani recoiled, but only slightly. Soap tilted her head at her. Moved to select the 
chocolate again. Giorgia’s fingers uncurled around the coins.  
 So they’d reached a mutual understanding. Soap bought three more chocolate bars and 






 Soap sat down on one of the twin-sized beds. The mattress was surprisingly comfortable 
for a shifty motel with faded paisley wallpaper and the stereotypically disengaged front desk clerk 
who’d glanced only at her twenty-dollar bills as they slid across the counter. As she started to tear 
open the pack of Fritos, she noticed Giorgia Pugliani hovering uncertainly near the bathroom 
door.  
 “What?” asked Soap after a moment. “Go on in there if you want to. I’m not gonna stop 
you.”  
 And those big eyes, luminous like chips of pale sea glass, like the polished coins the out-of-
towners had left in her older brother’s payphone, with their stare so damn familiar—the girl 
blinked at her, and then she disappeared into the bathroom. Closed the door. And turned on the 
shower. 
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 The sound of the spray triggered something compulsive in Soap. She suddenly yearned to 
scrub. She pressed her index finger and thumb together. The pressure always grounded She-who-
stared-down-the-belt in a way that had never done the same for her brother. He had always 
needed more discipline than her.  
 Soap sat there and picked through the stale Fritos one by one, closing her eyes into the 
hum of the shower. She folded up the empty bag into a small square and flicked it into the trash 
can. Then she drained half of the bottle of Coke.  
 When their father had disappeared that one summer, she and her brother, thirteen and 
sixteen respectively, had hustled to find jobs to keep the lights on. She’d made money mopping up 
and down the aisles of the grocery store and walking the paper route of spaced-out peeling pastel 
slanted-roof houses every morning for miles. Her brother, meanwhile, became a cashier at the 
Food Lion, which was the central social hub in their town. He’d learned to scan cigarettes and six-
packs of PBR at lightning speed.  
 She did not like to think of her brother often, but she’d noticed since her first job that he 
would lurk in the back of her head at every Moment. She didn’t always realize she’d thought of 
him until afterward. It was the familiarity of the position, she thought, that always summoned him 
from the depths of her mind where he tugged feebly, a ghost of timorous heart, for her attention. 
 Prone on her stomach. Face to the scope. Finger inching towards the trigger. Four in the 
morning, crisp sunlight. The only sound she heard was her brother breathing next to her. And her 
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father breathing next to him. And her focus—she could almost hear that, too. Her palpable drive to 
squeeze that trigger at the right time.  
 When they’d traipsed over to the motionless deer after, her father turned to them both and 
said, It’s important to know the value of a life. Especially when you take it.  
 The last time she’d seen her brother, it’d been right before she’d been recruited by them, 
maybe a year or two prior. He’d just been shot in the knee on a run in Louisiana. She’d left for 
her first job before she’d seen him walk again. 
 Soap nudged off her boots and shed her duster coat and holster. And then she perched, 
posture ninety degrees, and began to clean the gun she’d used to dispatch Giorgia Pugliani’s final 
line of defense that morning. 
 The drone of the shower she’d grown accustomed to came to an abrupt halt as Soap was 
drawing her brush, newly doused in cleaning solvent, out of the gun, and then Giorgia Pugliani 
stepped out of the bathroom, redressed in Soap’s black shirt and her pajama pants and Converse 
sneakers.  
 Soap paused in reaching for her cotton swabs to meet her boldfaced stare. “You gonna say 
something?” she asked.  
 The girl looked wordlessly to the gun.  
 Soap fished out a cotton swab and dipped it in her cleaning solvent. She had to rid the gun 
of any last residue to keep it firing effectively. She could feel the girl’s eyes hanging on her hands.  
 She looked up at her. “How much did you see earlier?”  
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 Giorgia was becoming quite predictable in her silence.  
Soap sighed and, satisfied with the gun’s condition, placed it on the bedside table. She 
leaned forward, elbows on her knees. “Come sit,” she said.  
 The daughter of the exiled gangster watched her. Soap watched back. She thought maybe 
she knew this girl. On some level, she knew her more than she wanted. A girl growing up in a life 
she hadn’t chosen.  
 Giorgia Pugliani came to sit on the twin bed opposite Soap, pulling both her legs up criss-
cross applesauce. She clasped her hands in her lap. 
 Soap leveled her eyes at her. Steely. The way she hardened herself before every Moment. 
The girl didn’t react.  
 “Did you see what happened to your father?” Soap asked.  
 Giorgia blinked and looked away. The upper lip spasm briefly twitched. 
 Soap kept staring. The girl wasn’t the only one who had that hollow, unrelenting gaze. She-
who-stared-down-the-belt had perfected it.  
 “I can tell you honestly,” said Soap, “that I had no personal reason to do it. But I’d like to 
think he was a bad man.”  
 Giorgia Pugliani’s lip muscle kept seizing. She studied her feet. Soap noticed that her socks 
were mismatched and one sneaker was untied.  
 “Was he a bad man?” she asked.  
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 Giorgia Pugliani closed her eyes. Her wet ringlets clumped at her chin. She shook her 
head. 
 “I don’t believe you.” Soap sat up straight. She reached for the gun on the nightstand. 
Giorgia stiffened. Soap unloaded the gun and then held it out towards the girl, the barrel facing 
away from her. She looked down the maw of the gun and pictured it being the last thing the 
bodyguard saw.  
 Giorgia didn’t move.  
 “Take it,” Soap said. She reached further, pressed it towards the girl’s hands. “Come on. 
Take it.” 
 Her young companion tucked her damp hair behind her ears and slowly wrapped one 
hand around the gun’s handle. Then the other. The gun dipped as she discovered its weight.  
 “Heavier than it seems,” said Soap. “But it’s empty right now.” 
 Giorgia stared at the gun mutely. Her brow creased.  
 “How does it feel?” Soap gestured at the gun. “Holding that?” She paused. Giorgia 
Pugliani stared at her. Soap reached for the barrel of the gun and lifted it.  
“Point it at me,” she said.  
 Giorgia blinked. “Go on, do it,” Soap told her. “I’m giving you permission to do it. Go 
ahead. Give it a try. See how it feels.” She leaned in closer. “Do it. I want you to do it.”  
 Giorgia’s hands were shaking. The barrel of the gun bobbed up and down.  
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 “Do it!” Soap found herself raising her voice and she didn’t know why. She reached out. 
Grabbed the gun and jerked its barrel into her forehead. “Do it!”  
 The girl pressed the empty gun to her head. Soap imagined it as loaded. That this was her 
last breath. Like each second that ticked by was one closer to Giorgia’s own Moment. The child’s 
jaw was clenched. Did she want to pull the trigger?  
Soap stared into the girl’s eyes. The glistening, frightened eyes of someone who had never 
been behind a gun before, who had never held it on a living being. Her finger didn’t dare creep 
towards the trigger. She held the gun like it might catch fire in her hands. Soap felt it scraping her 
forehead whenever the girl adjusted her grip. 
Finally, Soap leaned back. She rubbed where the gun had left its indentation. “That’s not 
how it feels when it’s loaded,” she said. “It’s a lot heavier then.”  
When she was eleven, her father had made her hold a loaded gun on her brother and 
made him hold one on her. They’d stood in the weed-addled backyard in front of their 
ramshackle home, the sun beating down on her back like a fist between her shoulder blades. 
Earlier they’d been shooting crushed beer cans from the stumps of dead trees their father had 
felled during the winter. But now he wanted them to know a new feeling—that of one’s own 
mortality. 
Think about this, he said. If you pulled that trigger right now, even by accident, you’d end 
your brother’s life. He gestured at her older brother. You’d end your sister’s life. 
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Her brother’s bottom lip was quivering. He still hadn’t mastered the fish-eyed glower, the 
indifferent dissociation that She-who-stared-down-the-belt had. That night he cried in the twin-
sized bed on the other side of their shared room and she pretended she didn’t hear. 
Soap reached over and gingerly retrieved the gun from Giorgia, who scooted backwards on 
the bed and tugged her knees to her chest. Soap observed her. She could feel her features 
hatefully softening the way her brother’s had. 
“You don’t want to kill me?” she asked the girl whose father she’d murdered. 
Giorgia blinked at her, her eyes deep-set and ghostly. She’d gone into that 
uncomprehending, unreachable place again, and Soap was reminded of why she didn’t waste time 




Soap jolted awake with a gasp. It was oh five hundred and somehow she’d fallen asleep. 
For a moment she felt an unbidden surge of panic—the girl! The gun, job number three, the 
missed Moment—the package!  
She rose from the seat immediately, head on a swivel, but then saw Giorgia, swaddled in 
the motel’s ugly plaid quilt, fast asleep, her breaths steady and even.  
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Slowly Soap sunk back into the uncomfortable motel chair, feeling unpleasantly 
voyeuristic. She did not spend much time in the presence of children. The girl’s dark eyelashes 
fluttered against her cheek. Soap thought of her brother, the tracks of his tears in the dark.  
He’d do it eventually, he said. Get them both away from their father. And they’d never 
spend another morning hunting in the gray of predawn. He would whisper her real name from 
across the room, the name she hadn’t heard in years. 
Watching Giorgia, she could almost hear the scratch of his voice. That word perched on 
the back of her neck. The sound of him flicking the safety off his gun.  




Soap woke the girl at oh six hundred and gave her one of the chocolate bars they’d bought 
at the vending machine for breakfast. Giorgia sat on the edge of the bed and ate the Snickers bite 
by nibbling bite as Soap methodically collected her things. She took the motel’s travel-size 
containers of shampoo, conditioner, and lotion, as well as one of the towels. She had a feeling her 
protocol would be to keep moving. They would probably have her switch rental cars every few 
states until she reached the east coast again.  
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She adjusted her gun in its holster and pulled on her duster. Delivery was in forty-five 
minutes. She looked over at Giorgia, who had finished the chocolate bar and was folding the 
wrapper up into a tiny square. Just as Soap often did.  
Giorgia watched Soap watching her as she finished flattening out the Snickers wrapper. She 
held it out to Soap. The offer of a little girl. That face, so open yet almost empty. 
Soap felt the unfamiliar tug of a smile pulling at the corners of her mouth. She didn’t let it 
show, but she took the folded wrapper and stuffed it into her pocket. Then she slung her duffel 
over her shoulder and headed for the door.  
With Giorgia in tow, Soap crossed the parking lot towards the red rental car. Each step 
brought an impending sense of dread. She had not previously considered this consequence, but 
now she wondered if she would still receive full pay.  
A wave of self-loathing hit her then as she strapped Giorgia into the passenger seat next to 
her. It staggered her, sent her sprawling, and even when she pressed her thumb and forefinger 
tight together, even when she halted the pine tree air freshener’s pendulous swing, it didn’t 
subside.  
She was tired. Lack of sleep and distant hunger were getting the best of her. That was all. 
She cleared her throat and rubbed her hands on her jeans. Then she pulled out of the 
parking lot and headed for the package center. 
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***.  
 
They arrived at the corner of Wilkins and Carter, which appeared, to Soap, to be a 
junkyard, on the outskirts of town. Behind its stucco front building were several stacks of battered 
cars, scrapyard skyscrapers.  
Soap shifted into park at the curb but kept the car idling. She eyed Giorgia warily. The girl 
peered out the window curiously, absently picking at a loose thread in her borrowed shirt. Soap 
reached over to undo her seatbelt, and then her own. And then she took a deep breath to steady 
herself. She needed to focus. 
She pulled the car around to the entrance of the junkyard. It seemed completely devoid of 
life this early in the morning. The desert’s crisp dawn air felt cool in her lungs when she cracked 
the windows of the red rental car and jostled over a small speed bump. 
A maze of ugly cars, stacked up like outdated automobile Jenga, loomed ahead of them. 
Soap pulled off to the side of the labyrinth and cut the engine. There were five minutes until oh 
seven hundred. She saw nothing, no other sign of movement. She scoured whatever she could see 
from the rearview and side mirrors, twisted in her seat, looked around the area from all angles. 
Analyzing each point of entry and egress. She groped for the security of her gun at her hip. 
She looked over at Giorgia. Giorgia looked back.  
“Come on,” said Soap. She could not give herself time to think about what this emotion 
meant. She tamped it down.  
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The same way she had when their father had disappeared. She and her brother both knew 
where he had gone.  
It was the first and only time she’d ever seen her brother’s eyes go glacial. Cold like a 
reptile’s. A mask of grim resolve. He knew what he was about to do and he knew she was about to 
see it.  
Soap stepped out of the car and closed the door. She did another quick three-sixty sweep 
of her surroundings, and then she rounded the hood to steer Giorgia with her by the shoulder. It 
was cool enough that she could see the thin clouds of their breath in the air.  
She checked her watch. Oh seven hundred. Her heartbeat hiccupped.  
As if on cue, another figure emerged from behind a row of rusty four-doors. Soap 
immediately snapped to attention, her focus pinpointed onto this new player. 
Tall, athletic. Lithe, but not in the starved way that she was. Blonde hair tinted with gray. 
Wearing all black. Most likely carrying under his long jacket and maybe another smaller pistol in 
his boot. He looked ex-military. He probably knew how to handle knives. Excelled at hand-to-
hand combat. He was definitely one of theirs.  
She said nothing, waiting for him to initiate contact as he took a few more steps towards 
her. He stopped several paces away, far enough that she couldn’t quite see what color his eyes 
were, and tilted his head to one side. 
“This package should not have been delivered like this,” he said.  
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“There was a minor issue with pickup,” Soap replied. Her voice came out scratchier than 
she’d wanted.  
Their man was statuesque. “The other packages were delivered successfully?” he asked 
her.  
Soap dipped her head. “Yes.” 
Next to her, Giorgia shifted her weight uncomfortably. Soap could feel the fear rolling off 
of her like a hunted animal. Like the first doe she’d killed.  
The man breathed in deep through his nose and then exhaled. His expression betrayed 
nothing from this distance, and she suspected she wouldn’t be privy to any of his thoughts even if 
she’d been a foot away.  
“Let me retrieve the package,” he said.  
Soap tried not to blatantly hesitate as he took a few steps forward. “How are you handling 
the package?” she asked.  
“It will be taken to another package center,” said the man, briefly stopping again.  
“In what condition?”  
“That is none of your concern,” said the man. “After you deliver the package to me, your 
job here is finished.”  
Job number three. Finished and full of botched Moments. Soap swallowed hard. As the 
man started to approach again, she found herself scrambling for things she could say to slow him 
down. 
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“Following package delivery, what are my instructions?” she asked. 
“You will receive them later,” their man said. Now that he was closer, she could see that 
his eyes were dark brown, almost black, depthless and void.  
Giorgia Pugliani glanced back towards the red rental car. Soap half-wished she’d decided to 
keep the girl there.  
Their man stopped a few yards away. He was taller than Soap by a few inches. His coat was 
just snug enough for her trained eye to pick out his gun. Probably the same kind of pistol they’d 
given her. Soap shifted her weight, subtly easing forward so she was slightly blocking Giorgia from 
his sight.  
“Do you have any instructions for me now?” she asked. Stalling.  
The man stared at her. “No.”  
“Do you have my money?” she ventured. A bold move, she knew. An impertinent one, 
even. 
Now the man glowered. His brow creased. “It will be provided later along with your further 
instructions,” he said. Sounding a twinge annoyed. He took another step forward. “I must have the 
package delivered by a certain time. Please transfer it into my custody.”  
Giorgia Pugliani knew something was wrong. Those vacant eyes of hers turned up towards 
Soap, and she thought of the small chocolate bar wrapper folded neatly into her pocket. Washing 
the girl’s hands with her own.  
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Her brother had rinsed her hands in the same manner after, a sort of ferocious 
desperation. We’re getting out of here, he’d told her over the gush of the sink. I did it, I always 
told you I’d do it.  
“Give me the package,” the man repeated. “Now.” 
Soap fought to keep her face expressionless. And then she stepped aside.  
The man came closer. Giorgia tried to shift behind Soap again, trembling just slightly, 
breathing a little faster. Soap knew her fear. It was a familiar one. The kind She-who-stared-down-
the-belt, She-who-stared-down-the-gun, She-who-stared-down-her-father had felt many times 
before. 
Now their man stopped right in front of Soap. He smelled like clean linen and gasoline. 
He was square-jawed with a nose that was slightly crooked from what must have been an 
improperly-healed break.  
Giorgia was cowering behind Soap now. Soap wished she could have hated that, that 
weakness. Or even better—she wished she could have not cared.  
Their man looked at her. “Give me,” he said, very slowly, “the package.” 
Soap betrayed none of Giorgia’s weakness. She did not allow herself to look at the girl. 
Instead, she dug her fingernails into her palms until it hurt and even then didn’t stop.  
“Take it,” she said with lifted chin.  
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Their man reached around her and pulled Giorgia forward by the arm. Then he turned 
around and strode towards another passageway of heaped cars, the girl half-stumbling after him, 
craning her neck to watch Soap over her shoulder. 
She found that her heart was pounding. Something in her gut wrenched and twisted and 
squeezed. She could label this emotion but didn’t want to. Then it would be real. Then she 
wouldn’t be Soap anymore. Then she would just be She. 
She, unvarnished, amorphous. Nameless. Stained.  
Her brother came back to her. That morning did, too. Pain welled up in her then, the 
gaping maw, the open mouth, the unhinged jaw, as the gatekeepers guarding her vault of sentiment 




Her brother’s name was Tommy. He was three years her senior and right then his hands 
were steadier than she’d ever seen. Their father was walking towards their targets, pinned on the 
pine trees, deep in the forest behind their dilapidated house. It’d always been decaying from the 
inside out. The floorboards were sinking like their home was being pulled beneath the earth. 
Towards hell, Tommy would always say. 
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Their father’s back was to them as he picked his way over some fallen branches. He would 
be critiquing each pockmark on their targets. Every centimeter is crucial. Don’t miss your mark. In 
that instant, the moment before you take your shot is the most important moment of your life. 
She finished collecting her shell casings and squinted at her target, wondering how many 
centimeters off she’d been. That was how many snaps of the belt she’d take after dinner. And 
then, out of the corner of her eye, she saw Tommy. 
He lifted his gun. Pointed it at their father’s back. Her breath hitched.  Tommy, she said.  
He finally had the stare. The one she’d acquired at the ripe age of nine. She saw it. His 
Moment. The most important one of his life. 
She felt rather than saw the gunshot. It was just one. It hit her father right between the 
shoulder blades. Right on target. He crumpled to the ground as a small flock of birds chattered 
and fled the trees.  
Her lungs released all their air at once. Tommy dropped his gun. She clutched hers 
tighter.  
I’m sorry, Tommy breathed. I had to do it. I had to. Anguish flooded over his features 
then. But—listen, listen, it’s okay. I know where we can go. I got friends. They’ll protect us.  
But she wasn’t listening. She waited for her father to get up. To pop up from the 
underbrush and rage towards them like a hurricane. But he didn’t.  
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She started to walk towards their targets. Hey, Tommy said, but she marched onwards 
anyway. Forging ahead. Until finally she reached where their father had fallen, facedown, into the 
dirt. 
It was the first time she had seen a man’s dead body. And he was most certainly dead, no 
doubt about it. 
 She looked back over at Tommy, who didn’t dare venture closer. And then she looked 
back at her father. She planted her shoe on his side and rolled him over with a quick forceful kick.  
 His eyes were glassy and lifeless. Blood soaked through his down jacket. She stared at his 
belt. Imagined it lashing against her back. She thumbed the safety off her gun.  




 It seized her like a tsunami. In the junkyard, Soap stalked after their man and Giorgia. 
Long strides to catch up. Her heart roared in her ears.  
 They weren’t too far away. Her boots crunched in the dirt. From her holster she drew her 
gun as she came closer.  
As she flicked off the safety, Giorgia looked over her shoulder and came to a stop. Soap 
swung up her gun and the girl pulled away from their man as he spun around, too. She saw the 
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silver blur of his weapon and as he fired hot pain bloomed in her left shoulder. He’d known she 
was coming.  
Unfortunately for him, he hadn’t pinpointed her location precisely enough to kill her. 
Every centimeter. She shot him in the head.  
Soap sucked in a long breath. Her pulse hammered behind her eyes. She swore 
vehemently—she’d never been shot before. She was no action movie hero. It hurt. A lot. 
Half-sinking to the dirt, she peeled the sleeve of her duster coat from her shoulder. Warm 
blood stained its fabric. The physical proof of her mortality dizzied her. She dropped her gun and 
pressed her thumb and forefinger together to reorient herself, squeezing her eyes shut, focusing 
hard on anything but the blistering agony in her left bicep.  
When she opened her eyes the girl was approaching her warily, keeping a wide berth 
between her untied sneakers and the lifeless body of their man. Soap, struggling to keep her 
breathing steady and deep—blood pumped faster when the body was under duress, when its 
systems were panicking, and she did not need to lose more blood—gained her feet and scooped up 
her gun. Her shoulder was sticky and burning and it hurt to move it. 
Soap looked at Giorgia. Giorgia looked back at Soap. And then Giorgia looked past her.  
Soap spun around. Another man was standing across the junkyard. Not one of theirs—he 
was plump, trembling, wearing a mechanic’s uniform. He’d been staring at their man’s body. But 
now he was looking at Soap, and her bloody shoulder, and her gun, and Giorgia.  
“Please,” the junkyard worker said. 
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Soap lifted her gun with her uninjured arm, gritting her teeth against the blistering agony in 
her shoulder, and started crossing the junkyard. She wondered had the bullet passed clean 
through, or if parts of it were still lodged there. She needed to stop the bleeding. 
“Please,” the junkyard worker begged. 
 Soap strode past their fallen man and pointed the barrel of her gun at the junkyard worker. 
He had a sparse soul patch and a loop of car keys jangling in one shaking hand. “Please,” he said 
again. He had only one word in his vocabulary.  
 She gestured at his keys with the gun. “Give me the keys to a car,” she wheezed. 
 The keys clinked sporadically as the junkyard worker frantically unhooked one set and 
held them out towards her. “Toss them on the ground,” said Soap, and he threw them underhand 
at her. They landed at her feet.  
 She started to kneel to pick them up. Everything hurt. Each movement. Her vision swam. 
She felt lightheaded.  
 A smaller hand reached the keys first. Giorgia clutched them to her chest and blinked at 
Soap. Unquestioning.  
 The junkyard worker’s soul patch quivered with his twitching lower lip. “Please don’t kill 
me,” he said. “I’ll do anything.”  
 Soap leveled the gun at him. Her shoulder felt wet. Radiating pain.  
 “Do you see that car?” she asked through clenched teeth, jerking her chin behind her.  
 The junkyard worker leaned past her. Spotted the red rental car. Nodded. 
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 “Do you see that man?” A pointed dip of her head at their dead assassin.  
 Another nod. A quelled sob. 
 “Put him in the trunk,” Soap said.  
 “Oh, god,” said the man. 
 “Do it,” Soap told him.  
 She guided him through the motions with the loaded pistol locked on the back of his head. 
Giorgia stood behind her, glancing furtively over her shoulder, holding the keys to their new 
vehicle.  
 The junkyard worker closed their man into the trunk. An inchworm’s trail of his blood 
stained the arid ground where he’d been dragged. He looked to Soap with big watery eyes and snot 
dribbling out of one nostril.  
 She pointed her gun at him one last time. He flinched, and before he could plead for his 
life again, she cut him off. 
 “Get rid of this car today,” she said. “Or I will know. If you go to the police, I will know. If 
you try anything—I will know. Do you understand me?”  
 “Yes,” the junkyard worker blubbered. “Yes, I swear.”  
 Soap, her eyes never leaving his, leaned down to open the passenger door of the car. 
Ignoring the excruciating stab of pain in her arm, she opened the glove compartment and placed 
the gun inside. Left the rental’s keys in the ignition. And retrieved her pine tree air freshener from 
the rearview mirror. 
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 She straightened up. Poised like a rattlesnake for one threatening instant. The junkyard 
worker did not consider crossing her as she turned and limped towards Giorgia. 
 She took the new car keys and pointed them at each vehicle until one’s lights flicked, and 
then she hobbled towards it. Giorgia trailed after her.  
 Soap cranked up the ignition as the girl slipped into the passenger seat. She lifted her good 





Soap locked herself in a single-stall bathroom and turned the sink’s faucet. She needed to 
clean the wound. She should have cleaned it sooner. She pulled her balled-up duster from her 
arm—good, she wasn’t bleeding anymore—and bit her tongue as she braced herself on the sink, 
eyeing her bloody shoulder in the dingy mirror. 
 She ran her hands in the scalding water. Giorgia loomed behind her, small and ghostly and 
mute.  
 Soap knew she could not stop moving. She’d killed their man. She’d killed Pugliani. She 
could never stop running.  
 She touched her forefinger and thumb together. “I’m sorry,” she said without looking at 
Giorgia.  
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 She opened her eyes to watch the girl in the mirror. Slowly Giorgia came closer. She was 
still wearing Soap’s shirt. One sneaker was still untied. She didn’t quite look like She-who-had-
stared-down-the-belt. But she looked the same kind of lost.  
 Giorgia pressed the heels of her hands to the soap dispenser. Suds poured into her palms. 
She held them like a sacred offering above the running water and then gently began to lather 
Soap’s fingers with them, paying no mind to the steam rising from the sink.  
 “Soap,” she said.  
 She, amorphous, unvarnished, watched her. The girl’s foamy hands were so small. She 
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JOYRIDE 
Neal Davis—seventeen, crafty, and going stir crazy—cracked the bathroom window and lit 
up an expertly-rolled joint. He smoked it through the tiny gap out into the stale desert air, peering 
over his shoulder at the closed door behind him in between puffs. 
 Three loud knocks. Since there was barely enough room to turn around in the cramped 
bathroom, Neal could feel the disapproval vibrate through him with each one.  
 “Neal!” 
 Neal huffed. He discarded the joint out the window—a waste of perfectly good weed!—and 
turned to open the door, revealing his older brother, Aaron.  
 Aaron was twenty-one, with a permanently-furrowed brow and the eyes of prey despite the 
frame of a predator. Though he stood over six feet tall, he spent most of his time trying to fold 
himself into the most remote corners of every room. Even now, during confrontation, he hunched 
against the doorframe. Neal tried not to sneer. 
 “You know you can’t smoke in there,” said Aaron.  
Neal rolled his eyes and breezed past him out of the bathroom and into the cluttered living 
room, which smelled faintly of cigarettes and the cheap body spray his brother spritzed on before 
his job interviews. Aaron followed him with the stuttering steps of someone much smaller.  
“My parole officer can show up whenever the hell he wants, and I don’t want him to have 
any reason to come snooping around more than he already does.” His projectile voice launched 
itself after Neal as he strode purposefully towards the door. “And you could give him that reason!” 
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Neal grabbed his jacket. Aaron deflated. When they were kids, he’d done the same thing 
when he saw that Neal was always more likely to get away with it than he was. Neal stole from the 
till at the corner store, got banned from the local pizza shop, egged Mr. King’s house after flunking 
ninth grade algebra—but never caught any flack. He had a mop of curly dark hair and wide, bright 
eyes, and he just had that kind of face that said, No, not me! It couldn’t possibly be. But it always 
was. Aaron, strong-jawed and broad-shouldered, didn’t have the luxury of not looking threatening. 
“Where’re you going?” Aaron asked as Neal pulled on his battered aviator’s jacket.  
Neal groped for the cigarettes he kept in the inside pocket. A fresh pack—good. He 
planned to stay out of Aaron’s dumpy apartment until the cool desert night swallowed the town. “If 
it’s okay with you, Adolf, I’m going to hang out with Benny tonight.”  
As he tore open the pack, Aaron shook his head. “Neal, that kid is bad news. You 
remember the Santa Fe Arts Festival Incident?” 
Neal flicked at his lighter. “You’re still mad about that?” 
“He pissed in the sink!” Aaron cut across him. “I had to break curfew to drive his ass 
home because you were too drunk to do it yourself! And might I add, you’re still underage!”  
He swiped Neal’s lighter from his hands before the cigarette could catch flame. “You know 
they’ll expel you, right?” he asked. 
Neal, glowering, snatched his lighter back.  
“Don’t you want to finish high school?” Aaron pressed. “I didn’t graduate high school. 
Look what happened to me.”  
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Neal tuned him out like he always did when his brother got all preachy. To his abject 
despair, it was happening with more and more frequency. 
“And Benny—that kid’s a criminal.” Aaron was real serious, like he always was now. 
“So are you,” said Neal, solely because he knew it would get under his skin. 
Sure enough, Aaron bristled. “Not anymore.”  
Neal twisted the knife. “I liked you better when you were.”  
Loaded silence. Neal turned towards the door, leaving Aaron fuming. If this had been two 
years ago, before Aaron got pinched, maybe they would’ve swung on each other. Wrestled around 
like a couple of kids while their buddies laughed and jeered and threw the caps of their beer 
bottles at them. And then after a while, when they’d both gotten their licks in, they would’ve called 
each other assholes and the whole thing would’ve been forgotten. 
Neal hesitated. Turned to offer the olive branch. “You wanna come, too?” he asked. “Like 
old times?”  
The look on Aaron’s face was half-incredulous, half-disgusted. “Did you really just ask me 
that?”  
Neal glared. He’d known what reaction he’d get. But he’d been hoping he wouldn’t get it.  
As he stalked towards the door, Aaron called after him. “Don’t do anything stupid!”  
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 Neal was raised by the junkyard. His mom had puttered off to the east coast with some 
truck driver who’d stopped in at the gas station she worked at one too many times, leaving her 
tobacco-chewing boyfriend saddled with her two young sons in the sun-drenched desert. And Roy 
wasn’t exactly the type to throw the ball around in the backyard. So while he wasted his days 
watching Jerry Springer and collecting ashtrays, Neal and Aaron soon began to venture outside the 
trailer park situated at the edge of town and made it as far as the junkyard.  
 At first they just lifted scrap and sold it—copper, brass, and steel to metal recycling yards. 
They used their earnings to buy bread and milk and occasionally splurge on off-brand Lucky 
Charms. Then they met Sonny and Matty and Jane and Dot, other kids who were scrounging 
around the metal jungle, and suddenly they were both learning how to harvest—that was what 
Sonny called robbing the cars for parts. Before the tender age of eleven, Neal knew how to lift 
tires, wheels, and tailgates, and which cars were old enough to still be hot-wired, and the quickest 
route to Dot’s uncle’s chop shop from anywhere in town. Aaron usually did the heavy lifting 
during a job while cherub-faced Neal created some sort of diversion. By the time Mom and Pop 
realized their truck had been stripped, Neal and Aaron were back in the junkyard with their 
buddies shooting bottle rockets to celebrate the yield and calculating how much each individual 
part would go for after they passed it off to Dot’s uncle. 
 Benny was maybe eighteen, a few months Neal’s senior, a local high school dropout who 
liked to Frankenstein cars in the junkyard, attempting to assemble functional vehicles from the 
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various parts he found lying around and failing each time. Though he was usually cracked out of 
his mind, Neal liked him because he was always up for a good joyride.  
 Now Benny, clad in a garish yellow hoodie, sat next to him in the passenger seat of a 
battered red Nissan, giggling like a fool, already high as a kite. He had dusky hair that stuck up like 
he’d kissed an electric socket, and when he grinned, a gold tooth next to his top two front teeth 
winked and caught the hard sunlight. By the time he hit twenty-five, he’d probably have a whole 
mouthful. “I can’t believe some dumbass just left the keys in here!” he whooped as Neal tried 
again to crank the ignition.  
The engine sputtered. Neal clenched his jaw. “If I could just get it to start, we could take 
her for a ride,” he murmured.  
The engine struggled again. And again. Benny lit up his ubiquitous pipe and twisted in his 
seat. He pawed at Neal’s shoulder. “Yo, red alert!” 
Neal checked the rearview mirror. A man, some junkyard worker, was approaching the 
back of the car, maybe thirty yards away, yelling. Neal turned the key again—and finally the engine 
roared to life.  
“Floor it!” Benny urged, nudging at Neal’s shoulder again.  
Neal cracked a grin. He shifted into drive and planted his foot on the accelerator. Benny 
hooted and hollered out the window as the car rocketed out of the junkyard, leaving the distressed 
worker behind.  
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They left town. The Nissan wound through the dusty desert roads. There was no one else 
in sight. Just the red earth of New Mexico, stretching for miles, miles, miles into the distance. Neal 
watched the ticker on the speedometer creep past eighty.  
Benny exhaled another health hazard of a hit and glanced over at him. “So how’s Aaron?”  
Neal shrugged. “A pain in the ass. He used to be so cool. You’d think he’d come out of jail 
even more badass. Now he’s just a huge wuss.”  
“What’d he go in for again?” Benny asked. 
“Boosting cars!” Neal widened his eyes at him. “I asked him if he wanted to come with us 
today and he looked at me like I was shit on his shoe.”  
This must’ve been the funniest thing Benny had ever heard, because he erupted into 
raucous laughter and started banging on the glove compartment. “He must not’ve been real good 
at it if he got busted, man. Not as good as we are!” Still cackling, he pounded on the glove 
compartment again. This time it sprung open and something fell out. 
“What was that?” Neal asked, keeping his eyes on the road. Benny didn’t answer. 
“Benny?” 
He glanced over.  
Cradled in Benny’s shaking hands was a small pistol.  
Neal stared. “What the—” 
“Fuck!” Benny exclaimed. 
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He gaped at Neal. Neal gaped right back. He’d seen guns a few times before—when he’d 
first started hanging around the junkyard, some of the older kids bore an unmistakable bulge in 
their coats, at the backs of their jeans. But when the younger ones were around, they melted into 
the machinery—they must’ve figured out of sight, out of mind. Once Neal had thought he’d seen 
Dot’s uncle press a revolver into the hand of a burly man wearing approximately four layers of 
flannel. But he’d never seen a gun this close.  
“What the fuck is this doing here?” Benny demanded. “Neal, why the fuck is there a gun 
in the car?” 
“I don’t know!” Neal looked frantically between the empty road and the weapon in 
Benny’s hands. 
“This is freaking me out, man, get this thing away from me!” Benny fumbled with the gun 
and dropped it into Neal’s lap. 
Neal, shocked, braked hard. The Nissan’s tires screeched as the car came to an abrupt 
halt. 
Panting, Neal looked down at the gun. And then at Benny, who was bug-eyed and also 
breathing hard. Not knowing what else to do, he stuffed the gun into the inside pocket of his 
jacket.  
“I think we need to check this car out,” he said.  
He pulled over onto the side of the road and cut the engine. He and Benny slowly climbed 
out of the car and looked at each other. Neal’s stomach churned. 
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“So . . . what are we checking out?” Benny asked tentatively. 
Neal shook the keys. “The trunk?” 
They crept towards the trunk like it was a jack-in-the-box about to spring open. Neal 
unlocked the trunk with shaky hands and popped it. Benny recoiled, his face scrunching up. “Oh, 
God, that reeks.” 
Neal, seized with a sudden foul feeling, inched closer. He reached over and shoved the 
trunk fully open. And then he immediately leaped back. 
Stuffed into the trunk was a very dead body.  
“Holy shit!” Benny backpedaled.  
Neal, too stunned to speak, could only stare. There was a dark crater of dried blood in the 
man’s chest—Neal pictured his body jerking as he was hit center mass. And his face—or what was 
left of it— 
Behind him, Benny was hyperventilating, spinning in circles like a stoned ballerina. “Oh, 
my god—that is a literal dead body in the trunk! Oh my god, what do you think happened to him? 
Shit, Neal—the gun!” The thought seemed to bowl him over; he paused briefly, then resumed 
pacing. “Oh my god, do you think it was the cartel? Or—the mafia? Is the mafia even in the 
southwest?” He stopped to risk a glance at the body and gagged. “I don’t see a Colombian necktie, 
so maybe it’s not the cartel—” 
“Benny, shut up!” Neal snapped.  
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Benny fell silent and still, save for the quivering of his bottom lip. Neal surged forward and 
slammed the trunk shut. Pushed his hands through his hair. Tried and failed to collect himself, 
but tried and succeeded at somewhat hiding it.  
“Okay,” he said under his breath. “Okay.”  
He watched the trunk a moment longer. Closed his hand around his phone in his pocket. 
He should call Aaron for help.  
No. He’d be absolutely livid. No way he’d risk getting involved.   
Neal swallowed hard and put on his game face. I can handle this, he thought.  
“Listen,” he said, turning to Benny. “It doesn’t matter what happened to this guy. Now we 
need to figure out what we’re gonna do about this.” 
Benny’s face twisted. “What do you mean? Can’t we just—” He shrugged. “I dunno, ditch 
the car? We didn’t kill this guy!”  
“That dude in the junkyard saw us jack the car!” Neal reminded him. “Now we’re—what’s 
the word, when you’re, like, part of a crime but not really—” 
“Implicit?” Benny volunteered. 
“Complicit!” Neal, exasperated, shoved his hands through his hair again. “We have to get 
rid of it,” he said finally.  
“What?” 
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“Getting charged with grand theft auto is preferable to getting charged with murder!” Neal 
looked around the vastness of the desert as though someone could overhear him from miles away. 
“We have to get rid of him and this car before someone comes looking and finds us.”  
“How’re we gonna do that?” Benny looked at him dumbly. His eyes were still a bit glazed. 
Of course right now was when the universe had decided to saddle Neal with a dead body. Right 
now, with Benny floating in another dimension and no one else to go to—the other harvestors 
would sell their grandma’s ashes before putting themselves in a position where they could get 
slapped with murder charges.  
“We could—could we, like, blow it up?” asked Benny. 
Neal shot him a look. “What am I, the Unibomber?”  
“Um—” Benny gestured vaguely like he’d be able to pull some magical catch-all solution 
out of thin air. “Push it into a lake?”  
Neal pulled out his phone and Googled frantically. “Nearest lake is Lake Abiquiu and it’s 
an hour away,” he reported.  
“Um—um—” Benny’s trembling fingers stilled. “What about—pushing it off a cliff?”  
There would be no brilliant plan here. Neal shook his head and pushed the heels of his 
hands into his eyes. “Fuck,” he swore. “Fuck!” He kicked vainly at the ground, drawing a pitiful 
cloud of dirt and dust.  
Benny started to pace again, waving his arms like a demented mime. “So what are we 
supposed to do? What, chop him up? Neal, I ain’t got the stomach for that,” he rambled.  
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Neal opened his eyes. He unlocked his phone and pulled up his contacts. His thumb 
hovered over his brother’s cell phone number.  
Benny was still at it. “Or like on that one show where they, like, dissolve the dudes in 
acid—I can’t do that, either, man,” he blubbered.  
Neal thought of Aaron’s face before he’d left. The revulsion that’d marred his features. His 
own brother could hardly stand to interact with him anymore. He had a problem with everything. 
And he’d have several problems with this.  
“Oh, god, I’m gonna throw up,” Benny groaned.  
Neal shoved his phone back into his pocket. And then it hit him. 
“Benny, calm down,” he said. “I know exactly what we’re gonna do. It’s right there in front 
of us.”  
Benny looked up. Neal was staring somewhere past him. Benny turned, tracking his gaze. 
Out into the desert.  




The engine hummed. It seemed to fill the air, buzzing and buzzing, swarming Neal’s ears 
like locusts as he sat waiting in the driver’s seat across the street from a small hardware store near a 
side-of-the-road pueblo.  
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He tapped on the steering wheel nervously, his eyes glued to the storefront, squinting into 
the sun. His steering wheel drumbeat grew progressively more frenetic. 
Then Benny came spilling out of the hardware store carrying a shovel with the price tag still 
dangling from the handle. Neal straightened up in his seat and motioned for Benny to put some 
pep in his step.  
Benny tugged on the passenger door’s handle. Neal lunged across to unlock it. “Come on!” 
he urged.  
He shifted into drive and stepped on the gas as Benny pulled his door shut behind him.  
Moments later, they’d adjusted the shovel so it was propped in the backseat between them. 
Dust swirled up behind them on the road.  
Benny lit up his pipe with shaking hands. Neal slanted a look at him but kept driving 
without a word.  
Tense silence bubbled. Benny popped.  
He turned to Neal suddenly. “What if we just turned ourselves in to the cops and 
explained what happened? There’s no way they’d believe we killed this guy, I mean—” 
Neal widened his eyes at him. “Are you crazy? No way.” 
“But Neal—” 
“I’m not going to prison,” Neal retorted sharply. “And if you cool it, neither are you.”  
Benny’s eyes lowered to his pipe. Neal stepped on the gas. There was something viperous 
growing in him.  
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“You know, my brother thinks I’m as much of a dumbass as he is,” he said after a 





By the time the boys got far enough out into the desert, the sun was setting. It seemed to 
extend interminably into the distance, a flat, desolate plain populated only by the occasional shrub 
and cactus. Neal stepped out of the car and pulled out the new shovel. If he squinted hard enough, 
he thought he could see rock formations, jutting out of the ground like fingers. The heat was 
neither stifling nor distant, but it still felt uncomfortable, and Neal began to feel like his leather 
jacket was swallowing him.  
Benny spilled out of the car after him, looking a little green, and made to light up his pipe 
again. Neal shot him another pointed look.  
“Hey, man, I can’t be sober for this,” said Benny. 
Neal shook his head. He tapped the shovel at his feet, eyeing the arid desert ground, and 
then drove the head of the shovel down, hard—and it barely broke the surface.  
He stomped on the shovel until it went a little bit deeper. With a great heaving effort, he 
finally managed to scoop a small amount of dirt up and toss it back. Then he repeated the process 
again and watched an equally-small amount of dirt break free.  
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He could feel Benny watching as he kept digging. And digging. Beads of sweat gathered at 
his hairline. It was more strenuous than he’d anticipated, though eventually fatigue started to dull 
the growing ache in his muscles.  
After a while, when a dusky twilight had fully fallen on them, Neal paused to stoop over 
and catch his breath. He cursed himself for neglecting to buy a second shovel. He aimed a glare at 
Benny, who half-heartedly lowered his pipe.  
“You’re not gonna help me?” Neal demanded.  
“I dunno, man, you look like you’re doin’ a pretty good job on your own,” said Benny.  
Neal held out the shovel to him. “I need a break from this. And you need a break from 
that pipe.”  
Benny took the shovel, looking squeamish, and slowly made his way closer to the shallow 
hole.  
Neal waited until he’d actually started to dig to head over to the hood of the Nissan. He 
leaned against the hood of the car and fished out his cigarettes. He took one between his teeth and 
made to light up, but his hands were shaking. He watched the flame waver and wink out. The 
cigarette wouldn’t light.  
Neal held his hand in front of him. Saw it trembling. He focused hard. Willed it to stop. 
He would betray no weakness. None at all. Benny was a wreck. He’d lose his shit if Neal did. And 
if he couldn’t temper down his fear, his uncertainty about this situation—they’d both be royally 
fucked.  
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This time when he flicked the lighter, the flame caught the end of his cigarette. Neal 
exhaled a length sigh of smoke, sinking down onto the hood of the car, and closed his eyes. 
And then he noticed that behind him, the sounds of Benny’s digging had stopped. He 
glanced over his shoulder. 
Benny had his phone pressed to his ear. 
Neal all but catapulted himself towards his friend, who dropped the shovel, startled. Neal 
tore the phone from his hand and heaved it to the ground.  
“Are you seriously trying to call the cops?” he raged. “You know the rules—like Sonny 
always says, we never go to the cops! Do you wanna end up like my dumbass brother?” 
“There’s no service out here, it didn’t go through—” Benny managed. 
“How fucking stupid are you?” Neal snapped.  
Benny shook his head feverishly. “I can’t do this, man, and we didn’t kill this guy, they 
can’t blame us—” 
“We’re burying his body,” Neal hissed. 
“Which wasn’t my idea!” Benny wrung his hands. “It was yours!”  
“Motherf—” Neal turned away and stomped out his cigarette. When he whirled back 
towards Benny, he had half a mind to deck him. But then he stepped closer and put both his 
hands on Benny’s shoulders. Almost like they were brothers. 
“Benny, listen to me, man,” he said, real serious. “I don’t wanna go to jail. And I don’t 
want you to go to jail, either.” 
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Benny pursed his chapped lips together. The prospect of prison obviously put the fear of 
God in him.  
“That dude saw us,” Neal continued. “He saw us, and he saw the car. We gotta bury this 
guy and haul ass outta here. And we gotta do it soon, before it gets completely dark.”  
Tense silence.  
Benny swallowed hard and eyed the trunk. “Neal, are you sure—” 
“This is the only way,” Neal told him. “This—this is how they all do it, right?”  
Benny looked dumbly at him. Neal stared back. And for the first time, it hit him that he 




 By nightfall, after four and a half hours of trading the shovel back and forth, the hole had 
deepened just enough, around five feet, and the boys were periodically using the Nissan’s 
headlights to illuminate their progress. Neal finished another cigarette break and flicked on the 
lights to check again; Benny poked his head up like a prairie dog.  
 The two met in front of the closed trunk. Neal reached over to push it open. Both boys 
pulled the collars of their shirts over their noses as they gazed upon their problem—their very 
smelly problem. 
 “Jesus,” Neal groaned.  
 “Apparently people shit themselves when they die,” said Benny.  
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 Neal shot him a sideways look. “Duly noted.” He braced himself. “You take his legs.”  
 Together, they managed to hoist the body out of the trunk, Benny holding the guy’s 
ankles, Neal grabbing under his arms. Neal tried to avoid looking down at the guy’s ruined crater 
of a head as they started to shuffle towards the freshly-dug grave.  
 “On three,” Neal prompted when they’d gotten close enough. Benny, his brow furrowed 
and his nostrils flaring with exertion, nodded. “One, two—” 
 They swung. With that, the body fell into the hole with a heavy whump. 
 Neal took over with the shovel again, scooping dirt back on top of the hole. Behind him, 
Benny shut the trunk and sought refuge in his pipe. Neal was too exhausted to comment.  
 He caught a brief glimpse of the dead guy’s mangled face. Unidentifiable. Somewhere out 
there, this guy had to have had a family. Someone who was probably looking for him.  




 Before they’d started going to the junkyard, Aaron and Neal had used to climb up on the 
roof of their trailer after Roy had drunken himself into a mostly-unconscious stupor.  
 Aaron had somehow developed an intense fixation on constellations. Neal couldn’t have 
said how—he was hopelessly truant and probably couldn’t read much past the fifth-grade level—but 
he knew almost every one of them. And he’d made it his mission to make sure that Neal knew 
every one of them, too.  
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 They’d lie side-by-side on the rooftop, staring up into the charcoal darkness of the sky. It 
always struck Neal how open it was. There was no smog. You could see everything.  
 Aaron would nudge his shoulder every so often. Ursa Major. Little Dipper. Orion.  
 As he and Benny trudged along the side of the road leading back towards town, exhausted 
and sand-worn, Neal found himself seeking out those same constellations. Behind him, Benny 
inhaled deeply off his pipe. They’d made it maybe twenty minutes in the car before the battery had 
kicked, so then they’d just started walking.  
 Once he was sufficiently wired, he took a few long strides to catch up to Neal, twitching, 
and elbowed him. “Neal—are you sure this is gonna work?”  
   Neal lit up another cigarette. He’d smoked nearly the whole pack. “Well, we wiped our 
prints from the car,” he said after a moment, running through a mental checklist of things one 
should do when burying a body on the fly. “It’s gotta be at least two miles behind us at this point, 
and pretty far from the, um. Grave.” He cleared his throat. “We tossed the shovel and the keys, 
too.”  
 A truck shot out of the inky blackness ahead of them, its headlights two pinpoints of stark 
white. Neal stuck out his thumb as it approached, but it kept rolling on down the road. He was 
getting antsy. The longer he was stuck on the side of the road, the more he was really starting to 
freak out. 
 “What about—” Benny started to ask. 
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 “Now that I think about it, the junkyard guy couldn’t have gotten that great a look at us,” 
said Neal.  
 Benny twitched again. “But what about—” 
 “Benny! Stop bugging out and get a grip! You’re gonna give me a fucking ulcer.” Neal drew 
in a ferocious inhale of cigarette smoke until he choked on it and launched into a coughing fit.  
 When Neal finished wheezing, Benny wrung his hands again. “I’m just worried about—” 
 He was interrupted by another car roaring by, also bypassing Neal’s proffered thumb. 
“Come on!” he yelled after it, brandishing his cigarette at its retreating taillights.  
 He sighed and cast a look over at his friend, who was trembling.  
 “Look,” Neal said, coming to a halt and putting his hand on Benny’s shoulder to stop him, 
too. “It’s gonna be okay. The dead guy’s gone and the car looks like it just broke down. I think we 
might really be in the clear.”  
He turned back towards the road and tried to flag down another passing vehicle. This time 
it started to pull over.  
Neal exhaled smoke, relieved, and put out his cigarette. As the dusty pickup stopped in 
front of him with a squeal of its brakes, he cast a final look Benny’s way.  
“Just don’t say anything to anyone,” he said, “and I think we’re home free.” 
Benny opened his mouth to say something else, shoving his pipe into his jacket and starting 
towards the car, but Neal cut him off.  
“You should catch the next one. Probably better if we leave separately.”  
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Benny’s mouth moved but he failed to speak.  
“I’ll hit you up in a few days,” Neal told him. “Just—just lay low, all right?” 
The driver of the pickup, who was scruffy, maybe mid-fifties, with eyes set so deep in his 
face that Neal could hardly see them, honked impatiently. “Ain’t got all night, kid!” 
Neal nodded at Benny, who watched him with eyes wide as twin moons as he climbed up 
into the truck. He closed the door and the driver stepped on the gas. Neal watched as Benny 
receded in the side mirror, growing smaller and smaller until the night had swallowed him. He 
pressed his lips into a thin white line. 
His ass vibrated. Neal pulled his phone from the back pocket of his jeans and squinted into 
the screen’s harsh light.  
A stream of notifications from Aaron. Missed calls, voicemails, texts, spanning back over 
the entire day. The final text: COME HOME NOW!!!! 
Neal grimaced. Great.  
“I’m going into town,” said the pickup truck’s driver. “Is that where you’re going?” 
“Yeah,” Neal replied. “Yeah, into town.” 
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Neal slid out of the passenger seat of the truck, stuffing a few sandy bills into the 
outstretched hand of the driver. As the pickup pulled away from the curb, Neal, delirious with 
exhaustion, made his way up the front walkway outside Aaron’s apartment complex. Somewhere 
along the way he thought he must’ve slipped into a fugue state, because he blinked and found 
himself heaving for breath, calf muscles ablaze, at the top of the four flights of stairs leading to 
Aaron’s floor.  
Unlocking the door to the apartment felt like it took eons. Neal staggered on through and 
let it swing shut behind him. He all but collapsed onto the couch, which sunk in the middle from 
where Aaron frequently planted his ass to watch television, and closed his eyes.  
He took a moment to just breathe. In, out. No desert air. No corpse stench. No cigarettes. 
Then he unzipped his jacket and started to empty his pockets. 
He froze like a Medusa victim.  
Forgotten in the inside pocket of his jacket was the pistol from the car.  
Neal was seized with an emotion that had no name other than oh shit oh shit oh shit oh 
shit.  
“Neal?” Aaron’s voice came from down the hall, back towards where their rooms were. 
He did not sound happy.  
Neal bolted upright from the couch. He whirled frantically where he stood, looking for 
somewhere to stash the piece, but settled on stuffing it back into his jacket pocket as Aaron came 
storming into the living room behind him. 
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“Why the hell don’t you ever answer your damn phone?” he barked as he rounded the 
couch.  
“Sorry, I didn’t have service,” Neal managed, breathless with panic.  
“What is wrong with you?” Aaron steamrolled on. “I told you—” He trailed off, taking in 
Neal’s sand-blown clothes and ashen, grimy face. Then, “What’s going on?”  
Neal’s breath caught in his throat. “Aaron,” he croaked.  
“Neal,” Aaron said, more forceful now. “What. Happened?”  
Neal couldn’t bring himself to speak. So instead he slowly reached into his pocket, pulled 
out the gun, and set it down on the coffee table between them.   
Aaron looked at him. Then down at the gun. Then he freaked.  
“Where did you get that?” he demanded. “Did that fucking idiot Benny give that to you? 
Why do you have that, why did you bring that into—” 
Neal could feel the situation devolving very quickly. He tasted bile. “Aaron, listen,” he 
said, and his voice was strained by fear, and dread, and maybe, although he’d never admit it, 
shame. “Me and Benny, we—we took this random car from the junkyard, it was just for fun, but—” 
“You what?” Aaron’s eyes bulged. It would’ve been comical, except it wasn’t.  
Neal’s chest tightened, but the words just kept gushing out. “There was—there was a guy in 
the trunk, he was straight up dead, and we found this gun but then we had to figure out what to do 
with the car, and with—you know, the guy, and I forgot I had it—” 
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“Oh, my god. Oh my god.” Aaron put his head in his hands for a moment. Neal felt 
something inside himself wither.  
Then Aaron looked up again. “How could you be so stupid?”  
There it was—that same disbelieving, disgusted look. A look that hit Neal right between the 
eyes. And suddenly, wrongfully so, hatefully so, he was angry. “How was I supposed to know this 
would happen?”  
“You put yourself in these risky situations—” 
“You did the exact same thing when you were my age!” Neal countered. 
“And I went to prison!” Aaron snapped. 
“Because you got caught!”  
“Because I was stupid,” Aaron seethed. The veins in his neck were standing taut. “Like 
you’re being now! Do you even realize what you’ve done? Do you even give a shit about what this 
could do to me?” 
“I’m not stupid! I handled it just fine without you!” Neal boiled over. Shouting now. 
“You’re the one who doesn’t give a shit about me!” He stabbed a finger at Aaron’s face. “You’re 
the one who’s too much of a coward to even spend time with me!”  
They were interrupted by three loud knocks.  
“Aaron Davis, this is your parole officer, open up!”  
 Dead silence. A bone-shuddering splash of panic smacked Neal in the face. Their 
argument forgotten, Neal gaped at Aaron. Horrified.  
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 Aaron had gone pale. “This is what I was calling you about!” he whisper-yelled. “As your 
legal guardian, I need to have you here when he shows up! And you brought this fucking gun 
home!” 
 “I’m sorry,” Neal heard himself saying, but he felt like he was floating outside of his body. 
A lump in his throat threatened to throttle him. “I didn’t know—” 
 The knocking continued. Aaron shook his head and snatched up the gun from the table, 
wiping the handle with his shirt, and then he wrapped his own fingers securely around it. He 
rushed out of the living room, back down the hall. Each knock on the door sent a jolt of panic up 
Neal’s spine.  
 Aaron came rushing back into the living room towards the door. He shot Neal a final 
glance. And then he reached for the doorknob. 
 His parole officer was late forties, stony-faced with his badge and a pair of handcuffs 
displayed prominently on his belt, like he wanted to intimidate everyone he came across. He was 
successful. The officer shot Neal a cursory glance and then turned his attention to Aaron, who was 
doing his best to shrink into the corner of the room. 
 “How you doing tonight, Mr. Davis?” asked the parole officer.  
 “Can’t complain, sir,” said Aaron. 
 The parole officer grunted in response and lumbered around the couch. Neal scuttled in 
the opposite direction, but Aaron was the only one in the officer’s crosshairs. 
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 “Any illegal substances on the premises, Mr. Davis?” He adjusted his belt. “Any 
weapons?” 
 Aaron’s eyes darted towards Neal. “No, sir.” 
 The parole officer scrutinized him. “I’m sure you won’t mind if I take a look around.” 
 Aaron nodded mutely. Then, clarifying: “Of course, sir.” 
 His parole officer surveyed the living room. He meandered into the kitchen, his handcuffs 
jangling. Neal’s heart was in his throat. He locked eyes with Aaron, listening as the parole officer 
opened and closed cabinets from the other room. He couldn’t look away. Aaron opened his 
mouth, but then the parole officer strolled back out. He paused to leisurely adjust his belt, 
prompting another distressing clangor of his handcuffs.  
 He looked at Neal and Aaron. Neal and Aaron looked back. And then the parole officer 
lumbered down the hallway. Towards their bedrooms. Neal’s stomach churned with dread. They 
were fucked. 
 Aaron glanced over his shoulder to make sure the officer was out of earshot, then turned to 
Neal intently.  
 “Run,” he said. 
 Neal blinked at him. “What? Aaron, I can’t—” 
 “I’m serious,” Aaron cut across him. “Run. Get out of here. I can handle this.”  
 “Aaron,” Neal protested, but Aaron shook his head. 
 “I do give a shit about you,” he said quietly. “And that’s why you need to go.”  
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 Neal stared at him, shell-shocked. He heard rummaging from down the hall. Aaron threw 
a fleeting look towards their rooms again. When he looked back towards Neal, he looked years 
older. Resigned. And all Neal could think of was every stupid thing he’d done that day. He’d left 
something behind. He’d messed something up. Someone would find that car eventually. And the 
body. The wave of fear that hit Neal nearly sent him sprawling. 




 From across the street, Neal watched, hood up, as the parole officer led Aaron towards his 
car in handcuffs. He pushed Aaron’s head down as he loaded him into the back. Then he 
slammed the door, paused to spit on the sidewalk, and got into the driver’s seat.  
 As the car rolled away from the curb, Neal stepped out from his concealed spot behind a 
cluster of dehydrated shrubs. The police car holding his big brother shrank as it pulled onto the 
road, growing farther and farther away until its taillights were needlepoints in the distance.  
 Neal couldn’t stop shaking. Some strained sob forced its way from his throat.  
 He turned his face skyward. Ursa Major. Little Dipper. Orion.  
 Pulling his hood down over his eyes, he glanced around the deserted street. And then he 
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DOT, NEURONS, AND THE CAPTAIN 
 Dot blinked awake to the crisp desert morning and Matty’s routine wake-and-bake. When 
she sat up she knocked a few empty PBR cans off the dirty mattress she was splayed out on. 
Slightly hungover, she yawned and propped herself up on her elbows and then breathed the cool 
air in deep. This was her favorite part of the day—waking up here, in the junkyard, with her three 
best friends sleeping around her.  
 Well, not Matty. He was usually awake at around the same time she was. Sometimes she 
woke up first and sat up on her mattress, squinting at what she could see of the sunrise over the 
mountains of cars. Sometimes Matty woke up first and she’d smell his smoke before she opened 
her eyes. Once they’d even awakened at the exact same time, both suddenly blinking at each 
other, Matty barely peeking over Jane’s prone body. 
 He’d peeled himself away from his girlfriend and was sitting on the patchwork couch next 
to where Sonny had passed out. Since they both knew Sonny was dead to the world when he slept, 
Dot joined Matty on the other half of the couch and, as usual, he offered her the joint and began 
to philosophize.  
 “Do you ever think about how crazy it is,” he said, “that everything we experience is just, 
like, the flow of information into our brain and our body’s, like, subsequent reactions? Like—
everything could be simplified down to stimulus, sensation, and reaction when you think about it. 
Everything can be reduced to chemical interactions in the brain. Like, neurons and synapses and 
shit.” 
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 Dot nodded solemnly as she exhaled her hit and passed his joint back. He’d bought them 
already rolled from Neal Davis, whose older brother most definitely had no clue about that little 
side business. This was not the first time she’d listened to Matty’s stoned musings about the brain. 
Yet somehow he never seemed to drone to her. 
 Matty started to cough before he could talk again, and Dot was about to tease him, but 
then she heard it—a sudden pop from somewhere nearby. She’d grown up in a rough 
neighborhood and she knew what a gunshot sounded like.  
 “Did you hear that?” she asked Matty. “It sounded close.” 
 Matty waved some smoke away. “I think you’re just already high.”  
 “I don’t think so.” Dot wasn’t entirely convinced. She nudged Sonny on the couch. 
“Sonny!”  
 Sonny was her cousin and their resident beer supplier. His dad owned the nearby auto 
shop where everyone sold their scrapped parts under the table, and he’d gotten Sonny, who’d 
briefly attended the University of New Mexico attempting to receive an English degree before 
flunking out and growing an ugly soul patch, a job as a mechanic in the junkyard. The only things 
that could motivate Sonny to move from one of his three roosts—the battered couch, the plush 
beanbag chair he’d splurged on in his father’s office, or the RV parked behind the junkyard that he 
called his private domicile—were threats of bodily harm or promises of somehow making some 
quick dough.  
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 Dot pushed on Sonny’s shoulder again. Matty passed her the joint. She took a cursory hit 
and then launched a light but firm kick at Sonny’s gut. He’d put on some weight recently and his 
snoring hiccupped when the blow connected. “Sonny!” Dot snapped again. 
 “Sonny,” Matty echoed lamely, blowing smoke rings.  
 Now Jane was sitting up from her and Matty’s mattress, across from the remnants of last 
night’s beer-binge bonfire. She was wraith-thin with platinum blonde hair and dark roots, and she 
liked to wear flowy Goodwill dresses and sparkly lip gloss and smoke smelly Newports. Dot could 
always smell her on Matty’s jacket.  
 “Sonny!” Jane piped up loudly. She had such a loud, commanding voice that Dot thought 
she had a microphone implanted in her esophagus, but it was also a voice that scratched in all the 
right places, that could become a velvety purr when paired with curling a spiral of bleached hair 
around a finger or flashing a pale thigh from beneath an ash-tinted dress. That was why when they 
all harvested cars, she played the role of the tempting distraction. 
 Sonny snorted again and finally sat up. “What?” he complained. 
 “We heard a gunshot,” said Dot.  
 Sonny scoffed. “You guys are just stoned.” 
 “I may be stoned, but I think Dot’s right,” replied Matty. “I actually definitely think we 
heard a gunshot.”  
 “Even if you did, who cares? You act like you never heard gunshots before and you hang 
out here every day?” Sonny sniffed. “Come on.” 
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 “What time is it?” Jane asked, rubbing her eyes and smudging her days-old eyeliner.  
 Dot checked her phone. “Just past seven.” 
 “Jesus.” Sonny groaned. “And you woke me up for some gunshots?”  
 “You work here,” Dot reminded him. “What if someone literally got shot in the 
junkyard?” Matty started to cackle as though assault with a deadly weapon was hilarious, and Jane 
slowly unfolded her lanky limbs from the bed and shambled over to loop her arms around his 
shoulders from behind, a fresh cigarette hanging from her lips. Dot instinctively scooted away from 
him to give her space.  
 Sonny heaved a languorous sigh. “Fine. I’ll check it out.” He pushed himself to his feet 
with great effort and leveled a resentful glare at his younger companions. “But if you need anything 
for the rest of the day, don’t come asking me.” He brushed off a thin layer of dust from the seat of 
his junkyard worker’s uniform and, with another blustering passive-aggressive exhale, slouched off 
into the rows and rows of scrap metal and cheap cars. 
 Dot watched his retreating figure and then glanced back at her phone, which was creeping 
dangerously close to death. Her charger was all the way at home. She needed a shower anyway.  
 She slumped down farther onto the couch as Jane climbed up on its arm, leaning on 
Matty, giggling as she plucked his joint from his lips, swapping it with the cigarette. They had an 
effortless intimacy with each other that captivated Dot. No one had ever played with her fingers or 
her hair. No one had ever gently lain their hand on her knee or her cheek.  
 She stood up. “I gotta go home and see Quinn,” she said.  
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 Matty took his joint back from Jane and craned his neck to look at her. The two were now 
an entangled mesh of limbs on the quilted couch. “Tell her I say hey,” he said. “Want one more 
hit?” He extended the joint to her a final time.  
 She looked at him. He always got this stupid hooded look in his eyes when he was high, 
and his smile came slow but bright like an oil lamp being turned all the way up. Dot was careful 
not to let their fingers brush as she accepted the final puff. She tasted Jane’s lip gloss on the rolling 
paper.  
 “Thanks,” she said. She passed what was left of the joint back and turned her back on Jane 
and Matty’s laughter as she headed towards the bus stop where the bus would come and take her 
to her dingy broom closet apartment, one that had never felt as much like home as the junkyard 
and Sonny and Jane and Matty did.  
 She thought of the one morning she and Matty had awakened at the same time, opening 
their eyes to each other. Everything can be reduced to chemical interactions in the brain, she 






 Quinn was a stray cat Dot had found at the deli when she’d first moved to Santa Fe. Her 
mother had kicked her cokehead father out of their two-bedroom apartment when Dot was fifteen 
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and still stubborn enough to believe he was the best man she would ever know, so she’d opted to 
leave west Texas with him. They’d made it to a motel in Roswell when she’d awakened one 
morning to find her father and all their money gone with only a shakily-scrawled Sorry, kiddo. 
Love you always. on off-brand Super 8 stationary left in his wake. She’d called her mom asking to 
come home and been told that she’d been mature enough to make the choice to leave with her 
worthless father, so certainly she was mature enough to take care of herself. Then Dot had tracked 
down her mother’s brother in Santa Fe, Sonny’s dad, and celebrated her sixteenth birthday by 
going by a ramshackle deli for some salami to bring to her new crawl space of an apartment and 
stumbling upon a calico of indeterminable age.  
They were an instant match. Quinn was of the desert and of the deli. She was all but self-
sustaining and Dot would not have been surprised to discover that she was the physical 
embodiment of some ancient Navajo spirit who fostered a predilection for deli meats.  
That’d been two summers from now, around the same time of the year. When Dot 
unlocked the door to her cramped apartment across town, Quinn was sitting on top of the 
television. It was left over from the previous tenant, clunky and obsolete at this point, but Dot 
could never quite find it in herself to part with junk.  
Quinn leaped down from the dusty television to rub herself below the knees of Dot’s jeans, 
shedding short hairs onto the denim. “Thanks,” said Dot. The cat flicked her tail over Dot’s 
shoelaces in response.  
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She sighed and headed into the kitchenette. Her apartment, funded almost entirely on 
illegally-boosted auto parts and her repair work down at her uncle’s garage, basically consisted of 
one room segmented by pieces of fake stucco wall. Her twin-sized mattress was adorned with a 
single decorative pillow that Matty had stolen from the furniture superstore after coming over to 
smoke and discovering the complete lack of personal touch her new home held. The single 
window above the sink boasted a tiny orange cactus along with a topaz trinket she’d purchased at a 
local artists’ market on its sill, and the fridge was crushed against the wall to the point that it 
couldn’t swing open all the way. The only part of the apartment that had a door to close to the 
world was the bathroom, which somehow crammed a toilet and shower Dot could barely turn 
around in into a room shaped like a vertical Tetris block. 
She didn’t care. It was what it was.  
She gave Quinn a scratch between the ears as she shuffled into the kitchen. Her phone 
charger was tangled in a ball of miscellaneous junk clumped together on the counter—a pair of 
broken earbuds, Chapstick, pens, a small medallion on a key chain she’d never attached to her 
keys, a screwdriver and wrench from her uncle’s shop. Dot pried the wire from the cluster of 
clutter, plugged her phone into the wall, and sighed again when she saw that it was, unfortunately, 
still on seven percent. She turned on the battery-saving feature so it’d hopefully charge quicker and 
shambled over to the fridge. 
She didn’t really have any food, either. Just some salami. But she had beer. She looked at 
the clock above her dingy Craigslist microwave. Eight in the morning. Whatever. There was no 
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one to judge her in her broom closet but Quinn. She cracked a Heineken open on the counter 
and took a long sip.  
Quinn was indeed judging her, blinking owlishly at her from just outside the kitchen. Dot 
leaned against the fridge and surveyed her cat over the rim of the bottle. “You want some?” she 
asked. 
The calico meowed noncommittally. Dot shrugged. “Suit yourself.”  
After tearing a piece of salami in half and splitting it with Quinn, she dragged her feet to 
her bed and plunked down on top of it. Somehow she found the mattress at the junkyard, with its 
rusty smell and oil stains and tattered blanket, much more comfortable. It was because she could 
open her eyes and see the stars above her, because she could listen and hear her friends breathing 
around her, the pushes and pulls of their lungs, the crackle of the bonfire lulling them to the warm 
slumber they always fell into after they drank.  
 She probably smelled like smoke and cheap beer and she knew she should’ve made 
herself shower. She should at least compromise and try to gargle some mouthwash. Put some dry 
shampoo in her hair, which she kept in a pixie cut that was annoyingly starting to grow out to the 
point where she needed to constantly tuck pieces of it behind her ears.  
 Dot took another swig from the bottle and leaned her head back against the wall. Quinn 
padded over and flicked her tail at her shoes. Dot ran her thumb over the lip of her coffee 
substitute and sighed.  
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 Two years living here on her own and she had what sometimes felt like nothing to show for 
it. A cactus, a throw pillow, a few bottles of beer. A cat that breezed in and out of her life as much 
as any person did. She thought of Matty and Jane and his neurons and her Newports. She thought 
of Sorry, kiddo. Love you always.  
It wasn’t that she didn’t have many possessions, or even aspirations, really. She’d never 
quite known where she was going or what she was doing. But she’d always felt at least somewhat 
important. Integral to the lives of people she knew. But her mother hadn’t argued when she’d 
decided to leave with her father, had told her she’d not be welcomed back if she went with him. 
And that bastard had ditched his teenage daughter in a seedy motel. She hadn’t heard from either 
of them since arriving in Santa Fe. So maybe she’d never been that important.  
“What’s keeping me here, Quinny?” she asked her cat. Not self-pitying. Just 
contemplative. Really thinking about it. Sonny had his dad. Jane and Matty had each other. The 
other harvestors around the junkyard had others to turn to, other places where they belonged, 
people checking in on them from outside the scrap towers. Dot didn’t.  
Now she was feeling maybe a little sorry for herself. She polished off her beer. Stood up, 
stretched her arms above her head, and headed for the shower. Maybe when she didn’t smell like 
oil, PBR, and Matty’s weed, she’d feel better.  
When she came back out in a towel twenty minutes later and retrieved another beer from 
the fridge, feeling slightly refreshed, her phone was buzzing on the counter. Dot popped open her 
Heineken, and answered. “Hey, what’s up?” 
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“Dot?” Matty sounded breathless. She could hear raised voices on the other end of the 
line, what sounded like Sonny and Jane arguing with each other. Her brow furrowed. 
“What’s going on?” She placed her beer on the counter.  









 The bus spat Dot out at the corner of Wilkins and Carter and she all but leaped off of it to 
jog back through the junkyard. She made it back to the remnants of the bonfire, which was 
encircled by stacked piles of old Hondas and Mercedes-Benzes. Funny how every car, hunk of 
dented metal or sedan or luxury vehicle, was the same amount of ugly when it was crushed.  
 Sonny was sitting on his couch, head between his knees. Jane puffed ferociously on a 
Newport. Matty was the only one who noticed Dot approaching, and before she could open her 
mouth to ask what was happening, he made his way over to her. 
 “So you know that gunshot?” he blustered. “We did hear one.” 
 “Yeah?” Dot prompted.  
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 “Some woman straight up killed a dude over there,” Matty told her, gesturing towards 
where Sonny had disappeared deeper into the junkyard earlier. “And Sonny almost got got by 
her.” 
 “What?” Dot leaned past him towards her cousin, who was shaking his head, trembling 
with silent sobs. “Sonny, are you serious?” 
 “He threw up,” said Jane.  
 “I did not throw up!” Sonny protested. 
 “Your pile of puke is over there, so.”  
 “You’d throw up too if you saw what I saw!” Sonny stood up on unsteady legs and wobbled 
over to Dot. “Dot. You should’ve seen her. She was bleeding and she waved this huge-ass gun in 
my face and she had this little girl with her. She made me—she made me put—she made me drag a 
dead body to her car and put it in the trunk!” At that, he doubled over, hands on his knees, like he 
was about to retch again. “Oh, god.”  
 “He won’t take us to see it,” said Jane. “I wanna see it.” 
 Dot stepped around her and Matty but out of Sonny’s immediate projectile radius. She put 
her hand on her cousin’s shoulder and guided him back towards the couch. “Okay, let’s just sit 
down over here,” she said gently. She sank down into the thin cushions, the fabric of Sonny’s 
uniform damp with cold sweat beneath her fingertips. Matty began to pace around the remnants of 
last night’s bonfire, and Jane tapped ash off of her cigarette, shifting her weight onto one hip.  
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 Sonny blubbered unintelligibly as the couch absorbed his weight like a sponge like it was 
trying to envelop him into its mothball-ridden fabric. Dot glanced over at Matty and Jane, neither 
of whom looked like they knew what they should be doing in this situation. But apparently Dot 
was supposed to have the answers. She couldn’t decide if she wished she were more or less drunk.  
 “Okay, Sonny, calm down,” she said in the calmest, most measured tone of voice she 
could muster. “Walk me through that again.”  
 Sonny drew in a great gasping breath. “I walked over towards where the gunshot came 
from to look around, and the first thing I see is this—this guy—Jesus, Dot.” 
 Jane made a noise of derision from behind them. Dot heard Matty cough the subtle cough 
he always coughed when he was trying to reign her in.  
 “Anyway,” Sonny heaved. “His head looked like a watermelon. He’s lying there and then I 
look up and see this woman standing there bleeding. Then she pulls a gun on me. And she’s like, 
Put him in the car.” He shuddered. “So I mean, I put him in the car. And then she’s like, Get rid 
of this car today or I. Will. Know.” He lowered his voice forebodingly. 
 Dot exchanged looks with Matty and Jane, who puffed on their respective joint and 
cigarette. “So,” she said slowly. “You’re saying someone actually got shot in the junkyard and you 
saw the killer.” 
 “Uh-huh.” 
 “And she threatened to come back if you didn’t get rid of the body she made you put in a 
car?” 
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 “Pretty much, yeah.” 
 Dot ran a hand through the wet chunks of shaggy hair still clinging to her neck. Behind 
her, she heard Matty exhale.  
 “I mean, it seems like we should just get rid of the car,” said Jane.  
 Dot looked over her shoulder at her. Jane cocked her hip to the other side and smudged 
more of her eyeliner as she pulled on her cigarette.  
 “And how do you propose we do that, Miss Porsche?” Sonny snapped at her, extending 
the word Porsche into an obnoxious two full syllables. Jane was from an upper-middle class family 
across town and had only stumbled upon the junkyard when she’d driven her pearl-white 2010 
Porsche 911 to the corner to bring her younger brother to buy pot from Neal Davis. Sometimes 
the other harvestors liked to rib her about it. Dot had watched from the bus stop when that car had 
pulled in, sipping a long-neck beer in a brown paper bag, and devoured it with hungry eyes as Jane 
locked it. She probably could’ve made a couple hundred bucks, maybe a grand off of all its parts if 
she’d had a few hours to really strip it.  
Jane looked at Sonny like it was obvious. “We’re in a junkyard. Just put the thing in the car 
crusher and—” She pushed her hands together. “There you go. That would definitely get rid of the 
body and everything.”  
When Dot had first met Jane at one of last summer’s bonfires, she’d been smoking a bong 
with Matty, Neal, Benny, and a few of the other local stoners. She looked how Dot had always 
wanted to look: grungy but glamorous, beautiful but just rough enough around the edges to look 
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like she could throw a mean right hook. Things had to have been so easy for a girl like that. So 
straightforward, so simple. She said things with such certainty, the kind of confidence only certain 
life experience could give you. We should just crush the car and the dead body in the car crusher. 
Yeah. Of course they should. Why not.  
Dot swiveled back to face Sonny, shoving her hands into her pockets, feeling for her 
wrench. “I mean, you have access to that, right? Can’t you get Uncle Frank’s keys?” She nudged a 
charred piece of something from the bonfire away from the toe of her sneaker. “Do you think we 
could just . . . do that?” 
Sonny blinked. Sniffled and stroked his soul patch. “I guess,” he said after a moment. 
“Sonny, you’re not playing with us, are you?” Matty blurted, as if it the possibility had only 
now occurred to him. “I know you like to dick around when I’m stoned, but you better not be 
fucking with me this time.”  
“You’re just paranoid, babe,” Jane soothed him.  
“Sonny, let’s get the car to the compactor,” said Dot. She hunted around the foot of the 
couch to see if there were any more cans from their six-packs of PBR left over. She found one 
that’d rolled underneath, which had chilled in the desert night, and popped it open.  
Sonny stared at her, then at Matty and Jane. “How are you all not freaking out about this?” 
he demanded. 
“I’m still not sure if you’re messing with me,” said Matty.  
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“Do you want to go to the police?” Dot asked her cousin between slurps of PBR. “Do you 
really think it’s a good idea to call them out here?”  
She and Sonny stared at each other for a beat that was just long enough to make her really 
think about the situation and consider it seriously. A man shot to death nearby. A bleeding woman 
with a gun. It was the kind of thing she’d always read about happening in the surrounding area—a 
robbery in a convenience store she sometimes bought snacks from, a mugging a few streets over 
from her apartment. But now it was extremely proximate to her. Now it was real. Now the police 
could potentially become involved, and no one wanted that. That brought heat to the junkyard. 
And that stopped cash flow. And, of course, on a smaller, more personal scale:  
“Your dad’s strike two,” Dot reminded Sonny. “Matty just finished his community 
service.”  
Sonny blinked his big wet eyes at her again. And then his pudgy jaw tightened. His soul 
patch quivered as he stood. “Okay, we’ll put the car with the dead body in the car crusher,” he 
said in a voice trying desperately to sound as nonchalant as everyone else.  
Matty nodded. Jane dropped her cigarette and squashed it underfoot. Dot sipped on her 
beer. Okay. Maybe it was that simple. 
Sonny trudged around what was left of the bonfire and headed deeper into the junkyard, 
Dot and the others trailing behind him. A small formation of towhees took off from beneath a 
discarded hood so rusted its color was indiscernible. Matty and Jane lingered at the rear of the 
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group, their linked hands swinging between them. Dot remained a few paces behind Sonny, 
trepidation settling like a sediment in her bones.  
Sonny peeked over his shoulder every so often to check and make sure they were still 
there. “This way,” he told them.  
Dot swirled the remaining half of her PBR in her can. In the distance she heard an engine 
struggling to rev. The condensation from her morning-cool beer dampened her fingers.  
Sonny rounded the corner of a monolith of grayscale four-doors. And then pitched 
forward running faster than Dot had seen him move in years. “Hey!” he shouted. “Stop!”  
Dot felt Matty’s eyes on her back before she started moving. She took off after Sonny at a 
pace that was slow enough to keep her beer intact but still quick enough to keep up. 
Ahead, a red car was peeling out of the junkyard, a sleeve the color of a highlighter stuck 
triumphantly out the passenger window. Sonny had already come to a full halt, his hands on his 
knees, his body bowing with each gasp.  
Dot slowed to a jog as Matty and Jane swooped in behind her. They watched the red car 
vanish, bumping off of the curb onto the poorly-paved road and leaving a cloud of dust in its wake.  
 “I’m guessing the dead guy was in that car?” Jane drawled.  
“The dead guy was in that car,” Sonny confirmed.   
Dot took a not-so-subtle swig from her beer. “Who was that?” she asked.  
“I think it was Benny,” Sonny swore. “That crackhead motherfucker tried to steal 
something else last weekend.” 
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“Oh, god.” Matty rubbed his forehead. “What are we supposed to do now?” 
“I’m gonna get out of town or something, man.” Sonny braced himself and stood upright. 
“Go to the mountains or something for a few weeks. Take a little vacation. You know the cops are 
coming. Someone else heard that gunshot. They’re gonna come here, and they’re gonna find, like, 
forensics—” 
“You seriously want to leave town?” Jane snorted. 
“And you know someone’s gotta be looking for that woman. You don’t just shoot 
somebody. What if someone else comes to the junkyard? They could hurt us. They could blow 
our heads off like she blew that guy’s off. I could see his brains—” 
“Sonny, please tell me you’re not playing with me, man,” Matty interrupted. “Because if 
this is some big joke, like, to freak me out, it’s not funny at all.” 
“It’s not a joke, Matty!” Sonny exploded, whirling on him. He was starting to cry again, but 
every couple of breaths, so each half-sob cropped up haphazardly as he spoke. “Do you see that?” 
He pointed at a spot behind all of them. “That’s that dude’s blood from where I dragged his dead 
body to the trunk!” 
As one, Dot, Matty, and Jane turned. A long streak of dark red, a brushstroke of 
burgundy, marred the dirt. It was concentrated mostly in one haphazard blob, but a definite path 
was visible. And it was definitely blood. Strange and macabre to look at on its own without its 
source. Dot’s stomach dropped.  
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“Shit.” Matty gnawed on his thumbnail. He gawked around the junkyard like a new threat 
could present itself at any moment. “What should we do?” 
They went quiet. Then: 
“You really want to leave town?” Dot asked Sonny.  
He shrugged. “For a few days? Until I’m sure that psycho killer lady won’t come back and 
cap me in the head? Damn straight.” 
Dot rubbed her temple with her index and middle fingers. This whole thing was spiraling 
somewhere she didn’t want it. It still hadn’t quite sunk in to her that it all was real. 
“So then we need money,” Matty said. “Right? I got, like, thirty bucks from my last 
paycheck left over.” 
“We don’t need to leave town.” Jane looked at him pointedly. 
“I’m leaving town,” Sonny declared. “I’ve always wanted to go see the Grand Canyon. 
Maybe it’s time to take a trip this weekend.”    
“We don’t need to leave town!” Jane repeated, louder this time. 
“Maybe we should!” Matty turned to face her, gesturing with his joint. “What do you think 
would happen if the cops come over here investigating some shooting and grand theft auto and 
find me, when I just finished probation? With my juvie record?” He shook his head. “Game over, 
man. Guess what time it would be then, babe? Jail time!”  
“I think we need one big haul,” said Sonny. Feverish now, feeding off Matty’s nervous 
energy. “A big steal, and then we disappear for a few days. You know. Go away and party for a 
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weekend or something. When I was at college a bunch of us dropped acid and went out towards 
the Nambe Pueblo and camped out in my buddy Ellis’s van for two days. It was a lot of fun.” 
“Was it?” 
“Yes.” Sonny blinked out of his delirium. Dot stared at him. 
“Oh, Jesus,” Matty groaned. “We’re so screwed.” 
“No, we’re not!” Jane raised her voice.  
“We should go for the Captain,” said Dot.  
Matty stopped halfway to reaching for his lighter and looked at her right as she looked at 
him, just like that one morning, five fifty-two, cold predawn, when they were the only two awake.  
“What?” he asked with a sort of reverence that made Dot fight back a grin. “You think so? 
Now?” 
“That’s perfect.” Sonny glanced over his shoulder at the long stain of blood on the ground. 
“Can we go somewhere that’s not here?”  
As the group migrated back towards the bonfire and its grimy campsite, Dot heard Jane ask 
Matty in a low voice what the Captain was, and tried not to think, Of course she doesn’t know. 
 
 
* * * 
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The Captain was a souped-up old Cadillac with hydraulics. It literally bounced up and 
down.  
“For real?” Dot had asked Matty on one of the first times they’d hung out. He had been 
terribly freckly in the summer heat and squinting into the white afternoon glare as he’d walked her 
from her bus stop to the door of her new apartment.  
“Honest to God.” He lit a cigarette as she fished out her keys. “Guess what color it is.” 
“Cherry red.” She unlocked the door and opened it three-quarters of the way, but leaned 
in the threshold.  
Matty winced. He wore a stupid bucket hat with green palm fronds on it. “Nope. Carolina 
blue.”  
“Wow.” The smoke curled in Dot’s nose.  
“And it just sits in Ms. Isaac’s yard,” Matty said. “With that Wisconsin vanity plate that 
says—” He spread his fingers dramatically. “THE C4PN. All caps. Captain with the number four 
for the letter A.”  
“It’s got those great wheels,” Dot said, folding her arms across her chest. She thought she 
looked like a particularly interesting person that day with her round reflective sunglasses, like a 
counterculture hippie from the sixties. “The speakers. The LED headlights. All that, and no one’s 
tried to strip it or jack it or take anything? Not even the hood ornament?” 
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Matty shrugged. “There’s some story about Ms. Isaac’s son or something, but I don’t know 
the whole thing. My friend Alice paid my other friend’s older brother Collin to try and snatch the 
wheels last year and apparently Ms. Isaac literally shot at him with, like, a musket.” 
“A musket?” 
“I mean, like, a shotgun or something,” said Matty. 
“For real?” 
“For real.”  
The conversation lulled in the way that those between new acquaintances tended to do. 
New Mexico was beginning to feel like home for Dot. Safer than the family truck her father had 
stolen from her mother when he’d roused Dot in the night to leave Texas. She liked that the 
junkyard and the scrap sale were becoming familiar to her, that money could be steady. The job 
Uncle Frank had given her at the garage helped, too. She was starting to pick up on more of the 
minute technicalities of the mechanical processes, the parts and how they all fit together. She liked 
the oil that stained her fingertips and the knees of her jeans.  
“Well, I gotta go. You coming to the bonfire Wednesday?” Matty asked. 
Dot nodded. “Sure.” 
Matty grinned. “Cool.”  
As he started walking away, Dot narrowed her eyes so she could see after him. On a whim, 
she called out. “We’re gonna get the Captain.” 
Matty laughed. “Maybe.” 
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Now the quartet gathered near the bonfire. Jane and Matty dragged one of the king-sized 
mattresses towards Sonny’s couch, where Dot and her cousin sat. On the trek back from the 
bloodstain, Matty had developed an unfortunate case of the munchies and voiced his desire to get 
enchiladas, but no one else felt much like eating.  
Sonny leaned forward seriously, propping his elbows up on his knees. “Okay, Dot,” he 
said. “How are we taking down the Captain?” 
Coming at the Captain wasn’t something to be done lightly, but Dot found this situation 
justifiably heavy. “We should go at, like, two in the morning,” she suggested.  
“So in, like, twelve hours?” Sonny cut her off. “Dot, I want to be out of here by midnight.”  
“You want to try to rob Ms. Isaac, someone known to shoot at trespassers, in the middle of 
the day?” Dot asked. She wiped her grimy hands on the hem of her t-shirt, which she’d initially 
thought wasn’t very gross when she’d scooped it off her floor, but the gasoline-infused air of the 
junkyard always settled into the fabric of her clothes no matter how recently they’d been washed.  
“Does she ever drive the car?” Jane lit up another cigarette. She passed Matty one and he 
lit it off of hers. 
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Dot watched them. “No,” she told Jane. “I’ve never seen her drive it in the two years I’ve 
been here.”  
Matty pushed the up the sleeves of his gaudy plaid jacket. “Not since I’ve known Ms. Isaac, 
either. Ever since my dad moved over to this side of town, I never saw that car move from out 
front of her trailer.”  
Dot tasted sour beer in the back of her throat when she swallowed. She was mentally 
running through all the various parts they could steal, what was the most valuable thing to go for 
first. The things that were quickest to grab were the speakers and the catalytic converter. The 
catalytic converter would take five minutes to get if she did it. The tires and rims were worth more, 
but would most likely take time they wouldn’t have to deal with. In each of the wheels, they had to 
unscrew the five individual lug nuts in a star pattern, or else it wouldn’t come out the right way. 
And then the pry bar had to be introduced into the mix, and the really annoying part began.  
“Dot,” Jane said, looking at her through a thin haze of smoke. She twiddled her fresh 
cigarette between her index and middle fingers, and her eyes, hooded and hidden in her dark 
eyeliner, were unreadable to Dot. “You got any ideas?” 
Dot steadied herself with another sip of her beer, uncertain about this sudden leadership 
role. She wasn’t sure why she’d suggested this anymore. What would she do after they sold the 
parts from the Captain? Take the money and run like Sonny? Until when? And for what? And 
that was assuming they didn’t get shot by Ms. Isaac’s musket. 
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“So. We’re missing a few more bodies.” She crushed her empty beer can. “Anyone else 
around?” 
“Well, you know Aaron says he’s out of the game now that he’s on parole,” Sonny said, 
bouncing his leg up and down. “So there’s no way even a chaos junkie like Neal would get 
involved with something like this.”  
“I can hit up a few other people, but I doubt anyone would wanna get close to this.” 
Matty’s voice trembled. Jane put her hand on his knee.  
“Does anyone have Benny’s number?” Dot asked. “Are we sure it was actually him that 
jacked the car?” 
Silence and shrugs. Sonny fumed. “It was him.” But then he shook his head. “No. I don’t 
even know if he has a phone. Or a place to live. Or all his teeth.” He snorted resentfully. “But I 
know it had to have been him.” 
Matty looked over at Dot. “If we’re really doing this, I think you should take the catalytic 
converter. You’re a lot quicker at getting to it than I am.” 
She smothered a grin. “We still don’t have enough hands to go after all four tires at once 
and also have a getaway car.” 
“What about me?” Jane piped up. “I could help get the rims and stuff and then we could 
book it back to our getaway car with all of them.” 
“Do you even know how to change a tire?” Sonny asked, just a bit snootily.  
“I’m a fast learner,” Jane retorted.    
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“It takes a longer time than you think, babe.” Matty shifted his weight and blew a smoke 
ring straight up into the air like an exclamation point. “We need you in the getaway car.”   
Jane huffed out a cloud of Newport. Her chin jutted out defiantly. “You don’t think I can 
do it?”  
“This isn’t distracting someone at the register while we jack the ride of some idiot who left 
the engine running or the window down,” Dot said carefully, trying not to offend. “It’s not making 
the clerk count change again or forgetting the kind of cigarettes you want while all of us take a tire 
each.” 
“This is the Captain,” Matty continued with a sort of mythic respect. “This is a big deal and 
we can’t mess it up.” He shuffled his feet. “Especially not now.”  
“Have you even been pulled over, Ms. Porsche?” Sonny, half-taunting now.  
Jane glowered. “Kiss my ass, Sonny.” 
“That’s why we need your upper-middle class driving skills,” said Sonny. “So us street 
urchins can get away with another crime of survival while you hop back into your luxury vehicle at 
the end of the day and go sleep in your nice clean king bed.” 
“Shut up,” Matty groaned.  
“Quit it, Sonny,” Dot snapped. Then she turned to Jane. Really looked at her. Ignored 
Matty standing in the background dumbly holding a cigarette that was starting to burn up closer 
and closer to his fingers. “We need you as the driver, Jane,” she said. “If we want to make the 
biggest yield, we gotta have someone ready to get us out of there as soon as we harvest what we 
can.”  
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Jane’s gunmetal eyes flicked across Dot’s face. She sucked on her cigarette. “Okay,” she 
said finally. “You’re the expert.”  
“I have Kora’s hatchback here,” Sonny was saying before Dot could really decipher 
whatever was underneath Jane’s flat tone. Or maybe there was nothing at all and she was just 
overanalyzing with her neurons and synapses and shit. “We could fit tires in the trunk if we have 
time, ‘cause she only uses the spare compartment to haul weed from Columbus now, so even if we 
can’t fit all four tires in the back, we can fit one of them in the spare and the other three in the 
trunk.” 
“Good call, Sonny,” said Matty. 
“Thanks.” 
Dot picked at her floppy shoelaces. Matty and Jane’s concurrent cigarettes stung her 
nostrils. The towers of junk cars loomed over them, ugly mechanical fingers stacked skyward, 
crushed and fragmented. Nuts and bolts littered the gravel and the dirt. Small juncos pecked at the 
ground and the crumpled beer cans and sheets of metal scattered about among cigarette butts and 
the occasional fast-food wrapper. She tried to ground herself in this place, this gross place, her 
favorite place. Nothing happening seemed real to her.  
She wondered again why she had suggested to go after the Captain. Now everyone was 
looking to her for direction. Eyes on her. Suddenly she was central in the lives of others again. 
Integral. Scarily so. Every decision she made was now for the good of her friends. Every single 
choice she made was drastically important. She closed her eyes and ran her fingers over the ridges 
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of the wrench she often kept nestled in the back pocket of her jeans, the one Uncle Frank had 
given her when she’d first started working at the garage.  
She remembered him initiating her into the junkyard’s economy by having her haggle over 
the price of an exhaust flex pipe with a tattooed woman with two thick black plaits hanging down 
over each shoulder. Dot had told her that her car’s problem wasn’t only the exhaust flex pipe, but 
also the exhaust head pipe, and that one part was making the other malfunction. She showed the 
woman where everything was in relation to the engine. And then convinced the woman to buy 
both parts. Afterwards Uncle Frank revealed that the woman was his longtime friend Kora and 
he’d been using her to test whether or not Dot knew how to really make money. After living on the 
road with an addict for three months, Dot knew how to con as well as the next streetwise girl, but 
she loved being with the cars more. The in-your-face con was for someone like Jane, or Neal, or 
her uncle. Someone with charisma. A magnetic someone with a double-edged smile.  
But the cars were for Dot. She’d hot-wired dozens of them. They were predictable. Not 
like people. Something wrong with a car? Nine times out of ten, it could be fixed upon 
disassembly. Other broken things couldn’t. And Dot had spent a lot of time reassembling. 
The junkyard had taught her how to do it in record time and with unthinking precision. 
She knew cars inside and out.  
She closed her eyes and squeezed her wrench. Thinking hard. Running through the 
motions of every harvest she’d participated in since her arrival in Santa Fe.  
“Do we know if the car is actually locked?” she asked. 
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“I have my jiggler key,” Matty volunteered, squashing his cigarette underfoot.  
“The Captain’s pre-2000s, so that should work,” Dot mused.  
“I’ll get some pry bars.” Sonny stood. His upper lip was slick with sweat. Dot hadn’t 
noticed before, but there was a bit of blood on the underside of his chin, beneath his soul patch. 
Just a fleck. But enough. She pictured the scrawl of crimson deep in the junkyard. That red car 
accelerating onto the road, swerving as the driver crowed out the window, with not even a clue 
what was in his trunk.  
Matty stood up to go root in his bag for the shaved-down key he used to jimmy old cars 
open, and Dot found herself sitting on the couch while Jane remained on the mattress. She 
watched Matty over her shoulder and then turned to Dot. She pulled out her matches—because 
she was the kind of cool girl who lit cigarettes with matches—and struck one, and then she lit 
another smoke and passed it to Dot. “Are you nervous?” she asked as she brought the match to 
the Newport stuck in her mouth. 
Dot tasted peppermint lip gloss when she took a drag. She lifted one shoulder.  
Jane nodded. “Me, neither.”  She started to stand, brushing ash off her dress.  
“I am nervous,” Dot said suddenly.  
Jane looked back at her. “Don’t be,” she said. “We’ve done this hundreds of times before. 
What’s changed?” 
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We don’t have a full team, Dot could’ve said. We’ve never been close to this specific car. 
And there’s another missing car with a dead body in it that could lead the cops right to us. But 
instead she just shrugged again.  
Jane grinned her nicotine grin. “Come on, this was your idea. It’s gonna be fun.” And with 
a swish of her skirt, she was striding across the junkyard to Matty, her boots crunching in the dirt. 
Dot ran her fingers over the head of her wrench. She had a feeling that her idea was not 






 From the uncomfortable vantage point of Kora’s remarkably unassuming Honda around 
the corner from Ms. Isaac’s dumpy trailer, Dot, Matty, Sonny, and Jane crowded together to 
squint into her yard. The Captain sat gleaming in the sun, blue as a summertime popsicle, like a 
prize waiting for the taking, a tempting jewel positioned in front of a hungry thief.  
 “I’ll get the catalytic converter while Matty gets the lights and then looks inside the car for 
anything he can find in there,” Dot said. She glanced at Matty, who was sharing a cigarette with 
Jane in the backseat. “You know the drill. The radio, any valuables, the air bags if you have time. 
Sonny, you get started on the tires and when me and Matty have gotten what we can we’ll come 
help.”  
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 Sonny nodded gravely. “Works for me.” He nudged Dot in the elbow. “By the way, my 
dad told me a bunch of the guys at the garage heard about this, so—” 
 “Meaning you told them we were robbing the Captain,” Dot interjected. 
 “Did you tell them about the other car?” Matty demanded, panic seeping into his voice. 
Jane squeezed his knee reassuringly. “About the—the guy?” 
 “No, of course I didn’t!” 
 “Sonny, everyone is gonna flip their shit if they find out there was a dead body in the 
junkyard,” Dot snapped.  
 “Listen!” Sonny barked. “You know Socket?” 
 “Who always carries around six wrenches? Yeah,” said Jane.   
 “What about Socket?” Dot asked. 
 “He said he’s been dying to get his hands on a catalytic converter,” Sonny continued. “And 
he’ll throw in an extra hundred bucks if it’s from the Captain. And then Geraldine hears and says 
she’ll throw in an extra three hundred if it’s from the Captain. And then Ashanti said she wants the 
wheels, and Wyatt wants the speakers, and—” 
 “So what you’re saying is, we could make some fat stacks off of this if we pull it off,” Matty 
said.  
 “Don’t worry. If Ms. Isaac has a musket, you’ll have plenty of time to keep stealing shit 
while she reloads,” Jane said sarcastically.  
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 Sonny stifled an annoyed huff and turned back to Dot. In the mid-afternoon New Mexico 
heat, her cousin’s hair was matted to his head, and even though he’d changed out of his 
mechanic’s uniform, the suffocating dryness of the air left sweat stains beneath his armpits. He 
hefted his pry bar. “Let’s go. I wanna get the hell out of here and see the fucking Grand Canyon.”  
 As one, they all stepped out of the car. Jane replaced Sonny in the driver’s seat. Matty fell 
into step next to Dot and put up the hood of his jacket, which didn’t do much to camouflage him 
considering it was at least four different bright colors. They all crouched as they crept across the 
street towards Ms. Isaac’s front yard, shoes scraping the dry dirt all too loudly for Dot’s liking. She 
watched the faded tropical-flower curtains that adorned one of the double-wide’s windows, but they 
didn’t shift.  
 The streets were empty as everyone in the trailer park hid from the heat that baked the 
pavement to the point of sparkle, but Dot kept looking over her shoulder anyway. The battered 
Honda Jane waited in was nestled safely out of sight around the corner. Dot drew in a deep breath 
as they all halted across the street. Still no movement from the curtains.  
 “Should we go now?” Matty breathed. Dot felt his shoulder brushing hers when he shifted 
his weight, nervous like he always got. The only time Matty wasn’t at least ninety percent stoned 
was when he was harvesting, and this was when Dot found she liked him most, when she saw a side 
of him that she thought, maybe a bit girlishly, maybe a bit selfishly, that Jane would never really 
comprehend from the convenience store register, the front porch, the rest stop. When Matty went 
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for the radio, nicked valuables and cash and anything he could find from inside the car, he was 
intensely focused and a little bit scared of everything. It was when Dot found him most like her.  
 Sonny nodded. “Yeah. On my mark.” He tightened his grip on the pry bar. 
 Dot ignored him and nudged her partners in profit forward. “Now,” she said. “And fast!’ 
 Feeling ridiculously exposed in the sunlight, they took off across the front yard. As Matty 
and Sonny broke away from their positions flanking Dot, she kept watching those flower curtains, 
all the way up until she braced herself, baseball player style, and skidded to the ground onto one 
hip right near the Captain. She’d bruise later and don it like a badge of honor. She flattened 
herself to the dirt, clutched her wrench in one fist and her mini-flashlight in the other, and wriggled 
her way beneath the car.  
Dot spent a lot of time underneath cars in the garage. Sonny was claustrophobic and would 
only work on lifted vehicles, but Dot was compact enough that she could easily slide into the gaps 
between wheel and floor, underside and concrete. And she liked it. The compression of the 
space. The feeling of being sandwiched so completely, so closely, when the world was narrowed 
into something uncomplicated, something she could always comprehend.  
 If she craned her head back, she could just see Matty’s garishly-bright sneakers come to a 
skidding halt at the front hood of the car. “Wow,” he said from above, like he’d just heard the 
voice of God. “She’s beautiful.” And then she heard him start to pull a headlight’s power wires out 
to unscrew it.  
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 Sonny’s knees hit the dirt near one of the tires facing the street as he knelt to hide behind 
the car while he started in with his screwdriver. “Hurry up,” he hissed.  
 Matty popped off one light. Dot’s heart was in her throat as she thumbed her flashlight on 
and stuck it between her teeth. There was the catalytic converter, and the heat shield, and the 
exhaust hanger, and—it was time to get to work. She gripped her wrench. 
 “How’s it going under there, Dot?” There was a resounding metal clang as Sonny freed the 
first tire. They were nothing if not efficient. Seasoned. Maybe they’d actually get away with it.  
 “Mm,” she responded around the flashlight, reverting to the fluent mechanic’s language of 
grunts. The catalytic converter was often one of the most lucrative parts to sell individually. It 
could go for several grand in good condition and was important to replace, so always in demand. 
And with the added Captain value of this one, it’d probably get more than it was actually worth. 
And then she and her friends could get out of town. This was the junkyard. The police would get 
tired of chasing their tails in a few days and then they could return to Santa Fe and everything 
would go back to normal. Except they’d have taken down the Captain. Dot and Matty and Sonny 
and Jane.  
 “Does anyone actually know why Ms. Isaac doesn’t drive this car?” Matty asked. He liked 
to talk while they worked. Helped his hands move quicker, he said. Dot didn’t question it.  
 “You never heard this story?” Sonny was unscrewing the next tire. “It was her high school 
graduation present to her son. Little did she know, he was mad alcoholic, and one night he partied 
too hard, got alcohol poisoning, and died.” 
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 Matty went still. “What?” 
 “Yeah, so now she just leaves the car out front. I guess in memoriam or whatever.” 
 “That’s awful.” Matty’s neon sneakers still didn’t move. Dot tried to use her teeth to adjust 
the beam of her flashlight, squinting at the head of her wrench, the scent of gasoline finding its way 
to her nostrils. 
 “Could just be rumor. Come on, Matty, now’s not the time to grow a conscience.” 
 “Okay, okay!” 
 And then a shriek pierced Dot’s ears—not a human one. Dot recognized it. An alarm.  
 “Where the fuck is that coming from?” Sonny hissed. 
 “I don’t know.” One of the headlights fell to Matty’s feet.  
 Dot strained her neck to see what was happening. Matty’s jiggler key fell into the thin strip 
of sunlight she could see from under the Captain. “What’s going on?” she tried to ask, but her 
words were stifled around her flashlight. 
 “You idiot, what did you do?” Dot craned her head back to watch as Sonny’s feet joined 
Matty’s.  
 “I don’t know! Nothing!” Matty stooped over. Dot saw him, upside down from where she 
was pancaked under the Captain. “Dot, the alarm’s going off!” 
 Well, yeah. She looked at him dumbly with the flashlight sticking out of her mouth. What 
could she do? Staring into Matty’s panicked eyes, she decided. 
“I’m getting the converter,” she managed. “Get the tires.”  
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 He nodded and took off. She could only hope he understood her garbled speech—and 
then she heard the clank of another pry bar. Go, go, go, she thought, and the exhilaration of the 
harvest came back to her then, despite the danger. Even more so than before, there was a ticking 
clock. Someone could be calling the police right now. Her gut churned.  
 Now more footsteps. Dot turned her head again, squinting into the light from the blackness 
of her nook. Jane’s boots—the kind of boots purchased just the right amount of worn out, the ones 
that were just too scuffed to have been scuffed naturally—appeared next to her cohorts’ sneakers. 
 “What the fuck are you doing here?” Sonny ardently wanted to know. 
 “Gimme that pry bar, I wanna help!” 
 “Baby, we need you in the car!” 
 “The alarm is going off and someone’s gonna come out any minute, come on, just let me 
help so we can get outta here!” 
 “Get in the car, Porsche!” Sonny’s voice came harsh to Dot’s ears. Suddenly beneath the 
car was not so comforting.  
 “Give me the pry bar,” Jane argued. 
A strange sense of dissociation settled over Dot. She was trapped in the bubble of pipeline 
underworld, her immediate forefront illuminated only by her mouth’s ray of light, revealing a thin 
pinpoint of oily tubes inches from her face. She tried to speak, but her voice was muffled by the 
flashlight.  
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And then the door of the double-wide opened. Dot could hear it magnified from the cave 
of the undercarriage. She pictured tropical curtains parting.  
“Hey!” A hoarse scream from the screen door of the trailer. Ms. Isaac, come to avenge her 
dead drunk son. 
“Oh, shit!” Sonny.  
“Get the fucking rim!” Matty’s voice squealed an octave higher like he’d instantaneously 
regressed backwards through puberty. 
Loud metallic clanging as the pry bar missed its mark. “Give me that back! You don’t know 
what you’re doing!” Sonny barked at Jane. Dot had never felt so claustrophobic, so tightly wound. 
And then the air popped. Dot’s ears rang. She heard, with crystal clear precision, the 
clinking of a shotgun shell. Definitely not a musket.  
 “Jesus Christ!” Matty’s voice, shrill enough to shatter glass. 
 Dot froze, wrench still poised. She couldn’t move. The Captain was going to crush her 
alive. Like Jane had wanted to do to the dead body. With her stupid boots and Newports and nice 
car. Dot would become bits of bone and pieces of flesh and then she wouldn’t be important to any 
sort of operation anymore, or anyone at all. She’d just be dead. Like the body in the trunk of the 
red car that had sped out of the junkyard that morning. 
 “Dot!” Jane’s voice came to her then. “Come on!”  
 She turned her head again, the flashlight pointing at Jane’s extended hand. She stared at 
the nail polish on her fingers. Black and red and slightly chipped, lined up like lady bugs.  
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 “I need the catalytic converter,” said Dot.  
 Jane gaped. 
 “It’s worth several grand,” Dot told her. 
 Jane still didn’t recoil. But then Matty ducked down and grabbed his girlfriend’s arm. 
“Come on! Dot, we gotta go!”  
 Another gunshot. Dot squeaked. Sonny yanked a third tire from the Captain and promptly 
fell on his ass with the effort of the pull, and Jane and Matty scrambled to help him snag it before it 
rolled down the hill through the dirt and into the street. Dot pictured old Ms. Isaac’s prized 
possession, her final gift to a dead son, and the single silver tire that would now remain. Matty had 
gotten at least one of the headlights, but nothing from inside since the alarm had gone off. No one 
had thought to steal the hydraulics.  
 But Dot would get the catalytic converter. And that was what mattered. 
 “Jane, go get the car!” Matty yelled. 
 “You need someone to carry this third tire! Dot is underneath the Captain right now!” 
 Dot had the flashlight stuck in her mouth again. She couldn’t respond. She felt the taut 
strain of the wrench in her wrist, smelled the exhaust, noticed the slant space between the tip of 
her nose and the pipes of the car.  
 “Jane, just fucking go!”  
 A frustrated huff—and then a gasp of terror as Ms. Isaac fired her musket again. Dot 
wondered if she was shooting into the air, or actually towards them. Either way, she rushed.  
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 “Dot, please,” Matty begged. Out of the corner of her eye, she saw his plaid sleeve.  
 The catalytic converter dropped onto her chest. Yes! She tucked it into the inside of her 
hoodie, along with her wrench and her flashlight, and grabbed Matty’s hand. “Sonny, go!” he 
yelled over his shoulder. He half-dragged her out from under the car as she tried to crawl out 
herself.  
 As she gained her feet, the rearview mirror next to them burst into shards of glass and 
Matty screamed like a fourth-grade schoolgirl. In any other situation, Dot would have laughed at 
him. But instead she just took off after her friends.  
 They all launched themselves into the getaway car, which Jane had left idling in her one 
good move that day. The child locks were on the back doors, but the windows were open, so Dot 
climbed in through the rear left window and all but fell into the backseat as they rocketed down the 
barely-paved road, some of Ms. Isaac’s final gift to her son cradled in their laps. 
 For one singular moment as she pushed herself into a sitting position, Dot thought she 
locked eyes with Ms. Isaac. A smaller woman than she’d imagined, slight with mousy brown hair 
and age lines around her mouth, a lot like Dot’s mother had looked. She lowered her sawed-off 
shotgun and stared after the fleeing Honda with something that wasn’t anger. Just humiliation. Like 
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 Dot packed a duffel that night. So did Sonny, right after they sold the catalytic converter to 
the highest bidder. Ashanti got the wheels, much to others’ chagrin. The last Dot had heard, the 
subwoofers were still up for grabs, and so was one of the tires. She’d made a solid four grand. 
 After she’d packed her bag, she noticed that she’d actually packed most of her belongings. 
Her scarce toiletries, a few pairs of pants and t-shirts, her favorite throw blanket. She turned 
around to survey her apartment. 
 Quinn flicked her tail over her sneakers. “You’ll be all right for a while, yeah?” asked Dot.  
 The cat blinked judgmentally at her as she chugged the last beer remaining in the fridge, so 
she took that as a yes.  
Normally the junkyard crowd would’ve thrown a celebratory bonfire, but instead they just 
set off a few bottle rockets, just the small group of them, while Sonny raided his RV for snacks and 
a pamphlet for the Grand Canyon. Uncle Frank passed Dot a PBR and told her she should’ve 
timed her disassembly.  
Matty came up to join Dot on the couch after everyone had mingled a bit more, junkyard 
fixtures coming to barter about Captain prices. She pushed her sixties sunglasses up on her 
forehead. Matty was smoking a joint as per usual. She reached out to take it from him. “What’re 
you thinking about?” she asked. “The Captain?” 
“Neurons,” he said. “I only feel guilty because of neurons.”  
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Dot went quiet. The base of her neck and between her shoulder blades seemed especially 
sore, which didn’t usually happen. She wondered if that was a sign. She passed Matty’s joint back. 
“Is Jane okay?”  
When they’d gotten back to the junkyard with their parts, Sonny had really laid into Jane. 
You don’t know what the fuck you’re doing around here. Your spoiled ass could’ve gotten us all 
killed. The chip on your shoulder isn’t worth our lives. Jane, sucking ferociously on a cigarette, 
had spat a gob of nicotine on the dirt, heaved several lug nuts into the distance, and stalked off to 
her Porsche.  
Matty sighed and shook his head. “She’s pretty pissed.”  
Dot nodded. “I get that.” Dot took some final swigs of her PBR. Her bus was coming 
soon. She was thinking of going to California, briefly. To a nice beach. Maybe she’d get a 
manicure and watch her pastel nails navigate the underside of an old SUV next week. 
It went quiet between them, as it can sometimes do even between close friends. Matty 
watched her blow a smoke ring. “Hey, Dot,” he said.  
“Yeah.” Her palms were sweaty, but it wasn’t like he was holding her hand. 
“It took you, like, four and a half minutes to get that catalytic converter today while we 
were getting shot at,” he informed her. “I always time us and that was how fast you were.” 
She cracked a grin. “Cool.”  
More companionable silence.  
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“Sonny’s going to the Great Canyon, huh?” Their fingers almost brushed when he handed 
the rolled joint to her, but she was vigilant. 
She snorted. “Yeah. He left, like, an hour ago. He’ll be back once he runs out of money.” 
“What about you?” 
When she looked over at him again, he was looking right back. She shrugged one 
shoulder. “I’m going farther west for a little while.” 
“When are you coming back?” 
“I’m not sure, actually.” 
“Really?” 
She shrugged one shoulder again. She thought of her cat, of the desert and of the deli. 
What’s keeping me here, Quinny? Piles of destroyed cars. An impossible emotion. Sorry, kiddo. 
Love you always.  
Matty’s brow crumpled. “You’re coming back, right?” 
“Sure. Later.” She checked the time on her phone, cringed, and put it on low battery 
mode. She could feel Matty’s eyes on her the whole time. 
“What a day,” he said.  
“I’m gonna walk to the bus stop,” she said.  
“Dot,” he said.  
She paused. He handed the joint to her again.  
 Her heart was in her throat. She swallowed it with the smoke. “Matty,” she said. 
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 He looked at her. Nearly six in the morning. Blinking awake to each other. Seeing nothing 
else. The beginning of each other’s day. She’d already been shot at today. No harm in being brave 
one more time. 
 “I like you,” she said. “I think you already know that, though.”  
 He blinked at her. She took another hit and exhaled slowly before she handed his joint 
back. “Thanks for the toke,” she said.  
 “You’ll be back, right?” he asked. 
 She felt for her wrench and polished off her PBR. She thought of the few thousand dollars 
in her backpack, her passably functioning headphones and how she’d sleep with her head 
bouncing against the bus window until she reached the sands of southern California, far from the 
Santa Fe police and the red Nissan, and Newports and neurons.  
 “Sure,” she said.  
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THE BALLAD OF BENNY 
 
 
It took Benny three dehydrated hours of shambling mid-crack crash to get back in the 
vicinity of Santa Fe proper. He mentally damned each vehicle that shot past his proffered thumb. 
He thought after the hellish day he’d had, something had to give, but whatever malevolent 
puppetmaster was upstairs apparently didn’t agree. 
Nothing felt real, and it wasn’t just because of the rock. Every time he closed his eyes, 
Benny was confronted with the image of the dead man he’d buried. His crumpled form in the 
trunk of the red Nissan. His smashed face under clumps of packed dirt and sand.  
Something would go wrong. Neal would’ve waved a cigarette at him and said he was just 
being paranoid, but Benny had always been prone to panic. As a kid, his worries had expressed 
themselves through his incessant gnawing on the caps of pens and his ragged nails, chewed to the 
bit and bloody. He’d never sat still. Busy body, his mom had tutted. Well, idle hands are the 
devil’s playthings. This was true. Benny’s never-idle hands had seized a pipe the moment it’d been 
presented to him just to have something to do aside from worry. Unfortunately, it was now having 
the inverse effect. 
It was pitch dark and desert cold by the time Benny trudged into the incandescent white 
light of a small gas station. His fingers tightened on his pipe in his left jacket pocket and the few 
coins and crushed bills in the other. He needed water. And candy. And another bump. 
Bracing himself against the sudden gust of nighttime wind, he pulled his hood over his 
head, heart pounding, and ducked inside the gas station. A tinny bell above the door signaled his 
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arrival, and a bored-looking clerk looked up from his newspaper long enough to flick sleepy eyes 
his way before returning to his crossword puzzle. Benny peeked past the fabric of his floppy hood 
to briefly eye the security camera positioned behind the clerk’s head by the rows of different types 
of cigarettes. His throat was dry. He managed to swallow, his sandpaper tongue scraping the roof 
of his mouth, and coughed what felt like dust before he spoke. 
“Bathroom?” he croaked. 
The clerk reached under the desk and passed him a stick with a single rusty key on it. 
“Outside,” he said without looking up. 
Benny took the stick and pushed open the door, sending the bell jangling again. It cut 
straight through his ears to his brain, synapses snapping, crackling, and popping like Rice Krispies. 
The wind snatched at his clothes as he made a beeline towards the outhouse behind the gas 
station. 
He locked himself in the bathroom. Its cramped space simultaneously comforted him with 
its concavity and terrified him with its shrunkenness. He chugged some water from the sink and 
pulled out his pipe and his lighter and-- 
He had nothing left. 
Benny’s stomach plummeted. “No no no no no no no.” He patted down all of his pockets. 
Inside and outside jacket pockets. Front jeans pockets. Back jeans pockets. That little pocket 
inside one of the front jeans pockets that was all but useless as a pocket. Nothing. Not a trace. 
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Benny slid down against the cold tile wall of the bathroom. His stomach roiled with 
hunger, but he no longer possessed any appetite. His head sparked like a faulty wire. What could 




He scoured the garage first. Frank, Dot and Sonny’s uncle, narrowed his eyes at him and 
asked around a thick cigar if he had any clue where a certain vehicle that morning had gone. 
Benny said no and asked where Jessica, his usual dealer, was. Frank told him he better not have 
had anything to do with a stolen car. Benny said he didn’t and asked where Walda, his backup 
dealer, was. Frank told him to get the fuck out.  
 The next stop—it probably should’ve been the first—was the junkyard. Benny’s trek turned 
to traipse. His lungs ached for smoke. He zipped up his hoodie, gaudy yellow but sand-weathered, 
and started to walk the few blocks of worn-down stucco duplexes that stood between Frank’s auto 
shop and the junkyard. Benny half-wondered, absently, if his latest attempted invention was still 
there, if he’d ever get it to run. It had wheels from four different cars, and subwoofers lifted from a 
low-rider, and some bright LED headlights that made his eyes burn when he watched them flash 
down the street. Every now and then when he was working on it some of the various junkyard 
crews, back from a harvest or setting off illegal fireworks or just passing through in various states of 
intoxication, would stroll on by and mess with him. Looking good, Benny. Making progress, 
Benny. S’at thing ever gonna run, Benny? And Benny would flash his one gold tooth and they’d 
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be on their way, laughing—only slightly with, mostly at. When he finally finished it, though, when 
he finally was able to hot-wire the ignition and make every moving part fall into place, it was going 
to be beautiful. The most beautiful thing he’d ever done with his hands. 
 By now it was late, not just evening, but late, nearing one in the morning. As Benny neared 
the junkyard, he smelled charred air—the remnants of one of the collective bonfires. Someone was 
celebrating something. Maybe it was someone’s birthday. Maybe they had party favors.  
 Benny picked up the pace. His hands and feet felt itchy but maybe he was only imagining 
that. He definitely could’ve just been imagining that.  
 He passed a few preteens who most definitely shouldn’t have been in the junkyard at that 
time of night, playing with Coke and Mentos. As he loped by them, he heard the two-liter explode, 
gushing brown soda-pop and splattering a few rusty sheets of metal, and the kids behind him threw 
up their hands and howled like it was a sign from God. He bumped shoulders with an older 
homeless man he vaguely recognized as they crossed paths, and Benny caught a healthy whiff of 
sweet smoke from him. The craving nibbled on his stomach, tiny needling rat teeth, and he broke 
into an almost-stumbling half-jog as he approached the clearing of cars where the central bonfires 
went down. 
 Surprisingly, there weren’t many people hanging around. Aside from a few other local 
drifters Benny knew from some of the shelters downtown, the only people there he knew enough 
to have a conversation with were Matty and Jane, who were conjoined at the hip and competing to 
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see who could get lung cancer fastest at the rate they smoked. He wandered towards them. He felt 
like he had tunnel vision. A heat-seeking missile for only one thing.  
 Matty noticed him first. He was pulling on a spliff. Though Jane was sitting on the arm of 
the couch, her legs stretched across his lap, he wasn’t touching her in the easy way he usually did. 
He reclined into the couch as far back as he could, and while Jane seemed to be talking to him 
about something relatively important, he looked detached, disinterested, until Benny started to 
approach.  
 “Hey!” he called, sitting up straight and pushing Jane’s legs off of him.  
 “Hey,” said Benny.  
 Matty stood up and threw his spliff away. Benny’s eye reflexively followed it, but then 
Matty was in his face.  
 “Did you take that car this morning?”  
 Now Jane was off the couch, too. Benny staggered backwards. His ears stung in the cold. 
“What? No,” he said, but part of him felt his teeth chattering and another part of him felt his toes 
curling and still another part of him felt his stomach churn uneasily.  
 “Do you know what we went through today because of you?” Matty demanded. He 
smelled like PBR and Newports.  
 “It wasn’t me,” Benny protested, remembering Neal’s warning. Lay low. “I’ve been looking 
for Jessica and Walda all day. Either of you heard from them?” 
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 Jane kinked an eyebrow at him. Matty clenched and unclenched his fists. “That’s 
interesting,” he said, “because Jess and Walda both came through here a few hours ago to buy 
parts from the Captain and neither of them mentioned you at all.”  
 “Baby, calm down,” Jane sighed, rubbing her temples. Wisps of smoke curled around her 
face whenever she took a drag of her cigarette.  
 “If you get to be upset about Sonny, I get to be upset about this,” Matty retorted. Benny 
almost recoiled. Trouble in paradise. He did actually recoil when Matty turned his bloodshot eyes 
back to him. “When you stole that car today—” 
 “Hold up, did you say you Jessica and Walda bought parts from the Captain?” Benny 
interrupted. “Shit, who finally harvested it?” 
 “Me,” Matty said.  
 “And me,” added Jane.  
 Matty shot her an agitated look. “And you. And Sonny and Dot.” With that, his glare 
returned to Benny. “Because we needed to make some money to skip town after—” Something 
seemed to occur to him then. He stepped closer to Benny, into his personal space, his bubble, 
uncomfortably intimate. Up close, Benny could smell sweat, weed, and fear on him.  
 “You saw the guy in the trunk, right?” Matty asked in a very low voice. “I mean, you had 
to, if you took the car. What’d you do with him?” 
 “Matty,” said Jane.  
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 “I know you know what I’m talking about,” Matty continued. The tip of his nose was 
inches from Benny’s, and his eyes, which Benny had never noticed were actually sort of hazel 
instead of brown, scoured his face.  
 “I don’t,” Benny managed, but the back of his neck was prickling hotly and he wasn’t sure 
how believable he was. Now he wanted to leave. The charred air left over from the bonfire seemed 
to choke his lungs. Every fiber of his being ached for another hit. “I gotta go,” he said. 
 “Benny, why the fuck did you take that car?” Matty wouldn’t let him back away, crowding 
him with each step. He wasn’t menacing, not in his gaudy plaid hoodie or with his bug-eyed stare, 
but Benny’s skin was crawling. 
 “I didn’t,” he denied weakly. Then, trying to deflect: “Wow, I can’t believe you robbed the 
Captain, though. Bet you made some mad money, man. Dead presidents.” 
 Matty blinked at him. Jane’s eyebrow somehow inched up higher.  
 “Serious cheddar,” said Benny.  
 “What did you do with the body?” Matty probed. 
 “Matty, shut up,” Jane snapped.  
 “No!” Matty spun to her. “If he hadn’t taken the car, none of this would have happened!” 
He swung up a ferociously-pointed finger Benny’s way. “We wouldn’t have gotten fucking shot at! 
Sonny and Dot would still be here!” 
 “Sonny and Dot got shot?” Benny blurted. 
 “No,” Jane snorted. 
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 “No, but we almost did,” Matty seethed at him. He was madder than Benny had ever seen 
him, so mad that he didn’t seem to know what to do with himself. He paced back and forth, his 
oversized hoodie flapping behind him like ugly plaid wings, and his body vibrated with a nervous 
tension. Benny had run a few harvests with Matty. He always got like this. An excitable guy, really.  
 “Look,” Jane said, shooting a look at her boyfriend. “He’s just stoned. Babe, can you get 
me a beer?”  
 Matty eyed Benny a moment longer. Then trudged back towards the couch, where a 
twelve-pack of cheap beer was toppled over in the dirt. As he tried to find an undented can, Jane 
turned back to Benny. 
 “Nothing happened today,” she said. “We just robbed the Captain. You know how high 
Matty always is. There’s no car.”  
 “What car?” asked Benny.  
 Jane looked at him. Benny looked at her. Jane scrutinized him through a thin screen of 
smoke. And then she leaned back. “You should go.” She puffed on her cigarette and glanced over 
her shoulder as Matty came trotting back across the junkyard. “He’s in a mood.”  
 Benny could definitely see that. As Matty passed the can of beer to Jane, he leveled 
another glare at Benny. “I think Sonny was right,” he said. “I think it was you in that car this 
morning.” His lip curled. “Crackhead motherfucker.”  
 “Matty,” Jane scolded, like he was an unruly child.  
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For some reason that felt like a knife sliding up between Benny’s ribs. You need a break 
from that pipe, Neal had said in the desert a few hours ago. He ran his tongue over his teeth, 
feeling the coolness that differentiated his gold one from his real ones. Idle hands are the devil’s 
playthings, his mother had said. Benny peered down at his shoes. He dug his fingernails into his 
palms. 
“I gotta go,” he said again. Chin to his chest, he pulled up the hood of his jacket. Fisted his 
hands around the loose change and gum wrappers and grains of sand in his pockets. And trudged 
out of the junkyard.  
Behind him, Matty spat on the ground. “I can’t believe him,” he said.  
“I can’t believe Sonny said what he said to me!”  
“I can’t believe Dot’s gone.”  




Exhaustion gathered like a sediment in Benny’s shoes as he started to wander again. The 
buses weren’t running this late—early, he corrected himself. But he could walk. He could drift.  
The morning desert air was crisp. The sepia of the pueblo-style homes on this side of town 
was cracked clay, burnt orange, ruddy in the rising sun. Benny’s family had used to live in a pastel 
blue house in Madrid. Pale baby blue, like an Easter egg. Benny’s mother had Benny’s younger 
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sister Claudia’s track medals up on the mantel, his younger brother Ross’s piano competition 
trophies displayed around the house. Benny had never been particularly good at anything 
substantial. He was good at other things, useless things, like card tricks and identifying various 
types and shapes of nails and screws on sight. Idiosyncratic things that you couldn’t be proud of the 
way you could be proud of an athlete or a musician. Benny had always liked these neighborhoods 
more. He’d never quite fit with pastel houses. 
The Methodist church was on the opposite end of the neighborhood from the junkyard. It 
was a long walk that Benny had made several times in reverse--towards the junkyard instead of 
away. He’d used to come to the church often. But the junkyard always pulled him back in. It 
called him back over to it with its celebratory bonfires, its mechanic’s heavens. Pavlovian, as much 
as any pipe dream.  
Eight fifteen now. The early meeting was always at half past. When Benny came to the 
front of the church, a few older men dressed in business casual were leaning against the sun-
warmed wall of the building, smoking Marlboros. They surveyed Benny as he headed up the front 
steps and exhaled menthol as Benny opened the door to the church and made his way inside.  
He’d never been particularly religious, but there was something about walking into a 
church that made a part of him stir with reverence. His palms were sweaty as he made his way 
down the line of pews to venture deeper into the heart of the church.  
The meeting room looked exactly the same. Owen was there putting out all the fold-out 
chairs. He wore a pair of Walmart jeans with the size strip still pasted onto one leg. Greg helped 
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him, picking up a few more metal chairs when he noticed the lengthening time between Owen 
stooping over to push the next seat into the circle. A few others lingered near the edges of the 
room, where a small table with a thin white cloth boasted some Krispy Kreme donuts and 
something desperately trying to pass itself off as coffee. Those at the table nibbled on plain glazed 
and sipped minuscule sips from Styrofoam cups.  
Benny pushed his hood off of his head. One of the girls at the table caught a glimpse of 
him and then nudged her friend, and then they both turned to look at him. Benny immediately 
shifted so his back was to them, put his hood back up, and decided his stomach could eat itself for 
a little bit longer.  
The sharing circle was more of an oblong oval. This early, there were several empty chairs, 
and smatterings of people spread out, clumping together, with the odd solo person nursing tepid 
coffee isolated by a few seats. Benny slouched into a chair. He didn’t know why he’d decided to 
come. As soon as he sat down he thought maybe he should stand right back up and walk out the 
door before anyone said anything to him.  
“Ben?” A bright orange blur slid into the seat next to him. The blur was home-dyed hair, 
flashy as a traffic cone, and the pop of the color injected a jolt of phantom caffeine into his blood 
stream. His chest clenched.  
“Hey, Tasha,” he said quietly. 
Tasha glanced over at her friends at the refreshments table. Then back at Benny. Really 
looking at him. “It’s been a while,” she said. Benny knew what that meant. 
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“Yeah,” said Benny. She knew what that meant.  
Tasha kept looking at him. She had a way of looking directly at people, always. She was 
great at making eye contact and holding it. Never flinching. “How long have you been sober this 
time?” she asked. 
“A few hours,” Benny replied.  
Tasha blinked at him incredulously. Before she could respond, Owen clapped his hands. 
“Good morning, everyone.” A pair of small rimless glasses perched on the bridge of his nose. 
Greg started shepherding the people at the refreshments table towards the sort-of-almost-circle. He 
spotted Benny, too, and his eyes narrowed.  
It wasn’t like this didn’t happen to people. Sometimes you showed up consistently. 
Sometimes you just couldn’t. Or sometimes you just wouldn’t. And everyone knew which of the 
three Benny was. 
The meeting started off how they always did. Owen checked in with everyone, smiling at 
everyone from behind his glasses. Even Benny, when he saw him. People took turns unloading. 
Hannah who worked at an accounting firm was really stressed about approaching some sort of 
quarterly budget proposal and was trying to find ways to calm down that didn’t involve picking up 
more Xanax. Evan from the Tex-Mex restaurant near the trailer park celebrated ten months sober 
and the completion of step nine. Tasha talked about how excited she was to be completely off 
methadone. Benny sought out any friendly familiar faces. He could find few that overlapped.  
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 “Where’s Julia?” he asked Tasha when they broke for another refreshment break. Around 
him, people mixed and mingled. Some stepped out to smoke.  
 Tasha blinked at him. “You didn’t hear,” she said.  
Benny shook his head. He’d been sort of out of the loop lately. Again his mind wandered 
to Neal. He wanted to call. He pulled out his phone to check his contacts.  
Tasha pursed her lips. “She overdosed about two months ago.” 
Benny’s head snapped up from his phone. “What?” he barked.  
Behind them, Owen started to gesture for people to come back to the circle. Benny knew 
where the meeting was headed now. Now they’d start getting into the really emotional stuff. People 
who’d relapsed or otherwise fucked up lately. There’d be tears.  
“Before you even think it, it wasn’t your fault,” said Tasha. “It happened way after you two 
had that fight.”  
Benny watched people stream back in from outside, flocking through the multicolor 
prisms of light the stained-glass window filtered onto the floor. The sun was out now.  
“Ben, listen. It wasn’t your fault.” Tasha stepped closer to him.  
Greg knew it was. The girls at the refreshment table knew it was. Benny knew it was, too.  
“Maybe you shouldn’t have said those things to her in front of everyone, but look, we get 
it,” Tasha continued. “Everyone does fucked-up shit on the rock.”  
His hands were calloused from gripping the shovel the day prior. He’d still not really 
rinsed off anywhere. You need a break from that pipe.  
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“I’m leaving.” He stood up while others sat down. Tasha didn’t rise with him, but she did 
look like part of her wanted to.  
“Ben, you should stay,” she said. “Let me buy you breakfast.” He couldn’t tell if she meant 
it.  
Benny pushed his chair out of the sharing circle so he could step away. “I’m leaving,” he 
said again. He pulled his hood up over his head and strode towards the exit. He felt Tasha and the 
Krispy Kreme girls and Owen and Greg and the others, their stares lodged like arrows into his 





Fuck laying low. Benny was dreadfully sober. The world seemed to crackle and pop 
around him. He dragged himself to Aaron’s apartment first and pounded his fist on the door. 
“Neal!” he called. “Open up, come on!”  
He tried to call. The voicemail inbox was full. He swore. Kept knocking. Shouted till his 
throat was raw, until one of the neighbors poked her head out of the door and gestured very 
animatedly at him, sending him scurrying back down the four flights of stairs to the sidewalk.  
He could think of only one other place to go that wasn’t the junkyard. He started to walk 
again.  
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He passed a convenience store and his stomach rumbled. The bills he hadn’t spent from 
the gas station the previous night remained crushed in his pocket, so Benny bought a Red Bull and 
a pack of Funyuns and shambled down the street eating them one by one. He’d thought the drink 
would give him its promised wings, giving him that final push he’d need to make the trek to his 
destination, but he ended up forking over his last bit of cash to hop on the bus.  
The jostle of public transportation lulled him into an odd reverie. Yesterday at around this 
time, he’d been in the junkyard sifting through discarded hood ornaments, looking for the perfect 
one to stick on his Frankensteined car. He’d just hit his pipe and his head was buzzing and the 
only thing he’d been focusing on was finding the right fit. What would make everything all come 
together. Right then in that moment, the marrows of his bones popping, he’d been certain that he 
knew exactly how everything would fall into place. Now he was hardly sure he was alive. Aside 
from the Funyuns churning in his stomach, he felt like his organs had been hollowed out with a 
plastic spoon.  
He fell asleep on the bus, the deep and total sleep derived only from complete exhaustion. 
When he woke up, it was nearly nightfall and he was a few stops away from where he’d been trying 
to go hours before. Opening his eyes to darkness and movement startled him. He pulled out his 
phone to see if Neal had called back. Nothing. As he unlocked it to try to call again, the screen 
went black. Battery dead.  
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Benny squeezed his eyes shut and stifled a groan. He cried without tears alone in the back 





The best way to get up on top of Roy’s trailer was to first climb onto the metal garbage can 
that sat right next to its back left cinderblock. Then there was a great place to stick the toe of your 
shoe on the windowsill of the tiny square window above the sink, and from there, you could rather 
easily boost yourself onto the roof of the trailer. There was enough room up there for a few people 
to sit and pass something around, or for a few people to lay down and talk and look at the stars. 
It was a bit cloudy. No stars yet, just opaque sky. “Neal!” Benny craned his neck up from 
next to the garbage can. “Are you up there?” 
No sound. Though his muscles protested, Benny jumped up and down for a moment, 
trying to see the top of the trailer, but the roof bobbed just out of sight. “Neal!” he called again.  
Still no reply. Just stale desert air. So Benny climbed onto the garbage can, wobbling only 
slightly, and peered up onto the roof. 
Neal was splayed out starfish-style, flattened like a pancake. Some part of Benny both 
tightened and expanded with relief. “Neal,” he exhaled. 
“Shhhh,” his friend hissed. “Roy’s passed out inside. He doesn’t know I’m up here.”  
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Benny wedged his foot into the windowsill crevice and pushed himself up onto the roof, 
too. He crawled up next to Neal and tentatively scooted to plop down next to him. But Neal didn’t 
make room. 
“What are you doing here? I thought I said we should lay low.” 
Benny’s fingers closed around his useless pipe. “I didn’t know where else to go.” 
“Well, you shouldn’t have come here,” Neal snapped. “We’re fugitives, man. We’re 
outlaws now.” 
Benny swallowed hard. Neal wouldn’t look at him, and in the dark, he couldn’t really see 
what his expression was. “I didn’t know where else to go,” he said again. Then, in a stronger voice, 
one that was hard for him to garner: “You know—not a lot of people would bury a dead body with 
you and still come back.” 
“I know,” Neal said quietly.  
“So don’t be a dick to me right now,” said Benny.  
Neal finally turned his head to look at him. This close, Benny could see a thin wet shine in 
his eyes.  
“Aaron’s going back to prison because of me,” he whispered in a heavy voice.  
Benny took that in. Thought of Julia in the meeting room that day, when he’d told her all 
those things he blamed her for. His mother when she started watching one of his teeth decay in his 
mouth. The accusation in Matty’s voice, the subtle disdain in the slightest twitch of Jane’s sculpted 
eyebrow.  
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He slid down farther on the roof of the trailer. This time Neal made room for him to lay 
down. Their shoulders touched.  
They looked into the unfathomable hole of the sky. Interminable. There was so much out 
there that had nothing to do with the junkyard or either of them or a dead body in a red Nissan. 
Galaxies and universes and stars and they were only two kids in a trailer park, pinned at the center 
of the swirling gyroscope of being, narrowed down to this tiny pinpoint in New Mexico. 
Benny’s breathing synced up with Neal’s. Neal pointed up into the sky. 
“Ursa Major,” he said. “Little Dipper. Orion.” He turned his head to look at Benny. “We 
can’t see ‘em now because of the clouds, but they’re there.”  
Benny looked at him, really looked at him. Then looked back into the invisible 
constellations. He closed his eyes. He let the roar of the sky’s vastness draw him in. For a 
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FINAL NOTES 
 
“People romanticize the lifestyle of being an Outlaw and Gangster. Living that life for real . . . is 
another story.” –Ice T  
 
 
I have loved being a part of this class so much. I’d like to thank all of my classmates for their 
amazing work and to Bland Simpson and Marianne Gingher especially, for nurturing my creative 
writing throughout college. I’d also like to thank my family for their support over the years. I would 
never have grown this much without all of you, and for that, I am eternally grateful.  
